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özet
Şarap, Yunan ve Roma medeniyetlerinin vazgeçilmez bir parçasıydı. Klasik dünyanın 
dört bir tarafında çeşitli şaraplar üretilirdi. Basılı çalışmaların bir kısmı her ne kadar şarap 
üretimi üzerine kanıtlar ve sonuçlar hakkında bildirimlerde bulunsalar da, klasik dönem Ön 
Asya’sında şarap üretimi ile ilgili kapsamlı bir çalışma yapılmamıştır. Bu tez klasik dönem 
Ön Asya’da şarap üretimi ile ilgili ipuçlarını bir araya getirmenin yamnda bölgesel bir 
inceleme çerçevesinde şarap üretimi, klasik dünyada şarap üreten diğer bölgelerle bağlantılar 
kurularak incelemektedir. Birinci bölümde Ön Asya’ran bölgesel olarak üzüm ve şarap 
üretimine uygunluğu üzerinde durulmaktadır. Üzüm işletmeciliği, belli iklim ve toprak 
özelliklerine bağlıdır. İkinci bölüm. Ön Asya’daki şarap üretimi ile ilgili çalışmada 
kullanılabilecek ne gibi kamtlar ve bunlann diğer bölgelerle ve yerel özellikle bir arada 
sunulması üzerine gelişmektedir. Çürüme, harap etme, örnekleme ve uygunluk mevcut yazılı 
ve arkeolojik kanıtları sınırlamaktadır. Üçüncü bölüm bu bilgileri toplayarak bölgesel olarak 
incelemektedir. Dördüncü bölümde üzüm işlemeciliğinin, coğrafik dağılımı üzerinde 
arkeolojik ve yazılı kaynakların yetersiz olduğu durumlarda iklim ve coğrafî özelliklerin 
göz önünde bulundurulması ile bilgi sunulmaktadır .Beşinci bölüm şarap kültürü ve üzüm 
işlemeciliğinin doğası üzerine arkeolojik ve yazılı kaynaklan dikkate alarak, yerel ve 
bölgesel uygulamalar ve tarzlarla birleştirmektedir. Altıncı bölümde ise klasik Ön Asya’da 
şarap üretimi kronolojisi üzerinde durularak, bunun klasik dünyadaki şarap üretimi ve 
tüketimindeki yeri saptanmaktadu*.
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Wine consumption was a fundamental and daily part of Greek and Roman civilization, 
requiring vast quantities of wine production around the classical world. Published studies 
discuss the evidence for and conclusions about wine production in many classical regions 
(e.g. Greece, Italy, Gaul, Spain, Tripololitania, Palestine, and Chersonesos Taurike) yet there 
has been no conclusive study of wine production in classical Asia Minor. Broughton and 
Magie collated classical literary references to viticulture (grape growing) and viniculture 
(wine making). Mitchell discussed some evidence for wine production in the central region of 
Galatia. Various studies of the Aegean coastal islands have discussed wine production on a 
local scale. Amphora studies have dealt with aspects of dating, origin, and distribution of the 
vessels possibly related to the storage and transport of wine.
The aim of this thesis is to collect the available evidence for wine production in 
classical Asia Minor and to analyze it on a regional scale, with the attempt to see how 
production in the region related to production in other classical regions. Viticulture, like all 
agriculture, is dependant on certain climatic and soil conditions. Chapter 1 discusses the 
suitability of regions of Asia Minor to grape and wine production. Chapter 2 discusses what 
types of evidence are appropriate for the study of wine production in classical Asia Minor, 
given the types used elsewhere and local factors. Decomposition, destruction, sampling, and 
relevance limit the available literary and archaeological evidence. Chapter 3 collects this 
evidence and analyzes it by region. Chapter 4 discusses the geographical distribution of wine 
production sites, and given climatic and geological suitability and demand, where the literary 
and archaeological evidence may be lacking. Chapter 5 collates the literary and 
archaeological evidence on the nature of viticulture and viniculture to draw conclusions on 
local and regional practices and styles. Chapter 6 discusses the chronology of wine 
production in classical Asia Minor and attempts to fit it into the context of wine production 
and consumption in the classical world.
PARTI
INTRODUCTION
Classical texts and archaeological artifacts show that wine consumption was a 
fundamental part of Greek and Roman life. Literary and artistic sources reveal the 
consumption patterns of the elite and the use of wine in religious activities. Archaeological 
sources show that wine was consumed across the classical world.
In the Greek world, wine played an important part in elite culture in the symposion, a 
male drinking and socializing ritual. Wine was a part of army rations and consumed among 
the common populous as well. In the Roman world wine was also a central feature of elite 
socialization. Artistic and literary sources depict conspicuous and voluminous wine 
consumption at dinner parties. Wine was also a daily part of the diet of the average Roman 
citizen, with estimated daily consumption at AQml for citizens in Rome in the Empire.’ 
Excavations of Roman cities frequently reveal wine bars serving wine from containers set into 
counters as well as a variety of food items.^ Both cultures used wine in religious rituals, 
although the wine offered to the gods was sometimes of lower quality.^
With wine consumption so important and widespread in the classical world, it is 
important to understand the nature of wine production. This study attempts to cover the 
aspects of wine production in classical Asia Minor. The geographical extent of the study area 
is deliminated for this study by the Eurphrates to the east, the Pontic and Maramara Seas to 
the north, the Mediterranean Sea to the south, and the Aegean Sea to the west. The Greek 
islands just off the Aegean coast of Turkey are included because of their geological, climatic.
W.V. Harris. "Between Archaic and Modem: Problems in Roman Economic History." in W. V. Harris. The 
Inscribed Economy. JRA Supplement 6 (1993) 11-29. 12. J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy during the Early 
Dominate. BAR International Series 784 (1999) 11.
’ Excellent examples are at Pompeii and Ostia. Mondera Italian bars mirror the Roman architecture and usage. 
' Virgil. G. 2:88-104.
and historical ties to the adjacent mainland. The term ‘Asia Minor’ refers to this area in the 
classical period, and the term ‘Turkey’ to the study area in the modern period, although the 
Republic of Turkey includes Thrace and land east of the Euphrates but does not include the 
islands off the Aegean coast.
The study period, herein termed “classical,” is the period of widespread Greek and 
Roman influence in the study area. The term “classical” (lowercase c, as practiced by the 
American Journal o f Archaeology) is defined as the Greco-Roman period (Oxford Classical 
Dictionary) or the period of Greek and Latin antiquity (Oxford English Dictionary).'' The 
period of Greek and Roman civilizations in Asia Minor is herein stated to be the 5"’ century 
BC to the early 7*'' century AC. Greeks settled in the region before this, and Romans continued 
to maintain control after this, but that interaction can be considered of different civilizations. 
While the Archaic Greek settlements in Asia Minor produced and exported wine in signature 
shaped vessels the Greek cultural impact in that period was localized and did not affect the 
majority of the territory or people in Asia Minor.^ Only in the Classical period does Greek 
culture spread to the geographical limits of Asia Minor with Greek colonization and influence 
of other civilizations.
These designations and tenns are always lose and controversial. Otlier available tenns do not describe tlie 
period as well: 'antiquity’ refers to “tlie period before the fall of the Western Roman Empire (S'*' cent, ac]” 
(Oxford English Dictionary); 'Greek and Roman’ confuses the clu'onology with tlie culture, government, and 
peoples (aldiough they are certainly related).
 ^On Archaic amphorae, see R.M. Cook and P. DuPont. East Greek Pottery. London; Routledge, 1998.
Chapter 1
The Possibilities of Viticulture in Classical Asia Minor
Three major factors affect the possibilities of viticulture in classical Asia Minor: the 
topography, the climate, and the requirements of the grapevine. The topography of the 
region affects the climate, the soils, and the arability of the land. Climatic conditions 
determine where certain species can survive and where they can thrive. The grape is a hardy 
plant, especially with the human intervention, and grows wild or under human cultivation in 
much of Asia Minor. A review of viticulture in Turkey reinforces the limiting factors of 
topography, climate, and the range of the vine. At the same time it shows the power of human 
interaction in manipulating the plant and environment through irrigation, drainage, and 
fertilization.
Topography
The mountains of Asia Minor dominate and separate the coasts from the central plateau, 
creating four zones, herein termed Pontic, Aegean, Mediterranean, and Plateau (Map 1).’ The 
geography and topography influence weather patterns and determine the climates of the
’ Infonnation in tliis section is collated from tliese sources; S. Erinç and N. Tunçdilek. "The Agricultural 
Regions o f Turkey.” The Geographical Review 42 (1952) 179-203. 179-203. W.B. Fisher. The Middle East: 
A Physical. Social, and Regional Geography. London: Metlieiui, 1971. 318-327. R. Izbirak. Geography o f
zones. Climate and soil types determine the vegetation and the nature of viticulture in Asia 
Minor.
The landmass of Asia Minor was formed in the Tertiary Period (65-1.6 million years 
ago) by the collision of the African and Indian Plates with the Eurasian Plate that pushed up 
the limestone floor of the Tethyan Sea. The Pontic and Taurus fold systems (Map 2) are part 
of the Great Alpine Belt that runs through the European Alps to the Himalayas, and includes 
the Anti-Taurus, Caucasus, and Zagros Mountains.
In the Pontic Zone, the Pontic Mountains have predominantly east-west fault lines that 
recent earthquakes demonstrate are still active, as a result of the Anatolian Plate moving south 
while the Aegean Plate slides south-west. Peaks in the western reaches of the Pontic Range 
reach 2000/w, those in the east reach over 4000w. Valleys run east/west, parallel to fault lines. 
In the Quartenary Period (1.6 million years ago to present) the down thrust of the region to the 
north created the Black Sea and the steep, rugged Pontic coastline. The same action, in 
conjunction with the uplifting of the Taurus Mountains, led to the drainage of the central 
plateau to the north. The Sakarya, Kızıl Irmak, and Yeşil Irmak Rivers cut deep gorges 
through the Pontic Mountains draining into the Black Sea. The mountains have rich brown 
forest and reddish-brown podzolic soils; upper elevations have stony gray-brown acidic soils. 
The Pontic alluvial valleys and deltas have typical Mediterranean terra rossa soils with 
weathered and leached limestone, silica, and iron, but little humus.
The geography of the Aegean Zone shows evidence of the same east-west tectonic 
faults as the Pontic Zone. The entire coast is crossed by minor north/south faulting, breaking 
the terrain into hörst blocks. The area around the Sea of Marmara is less craggy than the rest 
of the Aegean Zone. The foundering of the Aegean Plate flooded the Aegean Sea and 
lowered western Anatolia into it, creating the broken coastline and offshore islands of Lesbos,
Turkey. Ankara: Directorate General of Press and Infonnation, 1975. 33-35. H.C. Metz, ed. Turkey: A 
Country Study. Washington: Library o f Congress, 1996. 77-86.
Chios, Samos, Cos, and Rhodes. The rivers in this region. Bakır Çay, Gediz, Küçük 
Menderes, and Büyük Menderes, flow west into the Aegean, and have silted up their steep- 
walled rift valleys with alluvium, creating flood plains with meandering river courses. These 
rivers continue to deposit fertile reddish-brown, reddish-chestnut, and term rossa soils, silting 
up their mouths and moving the coastline out to sea. Volcanic activity in the late Tertiary and 
early Quartenary Periods has left cones, vents, basalt flows, and mineral rich soils around 
Kula.
The Mediterranean Zone, like the Pontic, is dominated by a fold system that determines 
the coastline, the rivers, and the flat land. The path of the Taurus Mountains runs from 
Fethiye northeast to Afyon, southeast to Silifke, and northeast to Hinzir. The mountains reach 
3750/w in the Ala Dağ, one of four massifs in the range. The uplifting of the Taurus also lifted 
the southern portion of the central plateau creating basins, carving the Göksu, Pozantı, and 
Seyhan valleys through the range to drain into the Mediterranean. The deposited alluvium of 
the river valleys and deltas is the same terra rossa as in the Pontic and Aegean zones. East of 
Adana the plain is predominantly limestone, with characteristic sinkholes.
The Plateau Zone lies between the Pontic and Taurus ranges, with elevations averaging 
between 1000/w in the southwest and 1800/w in the east. The mountains to the north, east, and 
south rise 600 -  1200/m above the plateau, the hills to the west only 300w. The region was an 
inland basin until the valleys were cut through the Pontic and Taurus Ranges. The rivers 
flowing to the north have eroded deep valleys through the plateau, lowering the surrounding 
water table, and creating a steeply rolling terrain. In the south, a number of wide, shallow 
basins do not have drainage and have created saline lakes (e.g. Tuz Gölü, Akşehir Gölü, 
Beyşehir Gölü). A line of volcanic activity on the south side of the plateau was formed with 
the Taurus Mountains in the Tertiary Period. It runs parallel to the Taurus for 260km, from 
the peak of Erciyes (3916/w) by Kayseri to Karadağ (227Iw) by Konya, and includes strata of
tuffs and lava in Cappadocia. Brown alkali soils of the Plateau Zone are predominantly 
calcareous with low levels of nutrients and fast drainage. Red loam soils are found at the 
bases of the surrounding mountains, and rich black humus has accumulated in some river 
valleys. Inland drainage in the southern basins has increased salinity and created poor gray 
soils. The volcanic regions have nutrient-rich red volcanic soils.
Climate
The climate of Asia Minor is subject to the meteorological patterns of Europe, Asia, and 
Africa, modified by the Black, Aegean, and Mediterranean Seas and the geography of the
, O
peninsula. The prevailing winter pattern involves cold polar air masses from Europe tracking 
across Italy and Greece and picking up moisture over the seas. A stable high pressure system 
over the eastern plateau from November to March forces these polar air masses along either 
the Pontic or Mediterranean coast. When the air mass hits the coastal mountains and rises, 
orographic precipitation ensues and keeps the coasts well watered throughout the winter 
months. In the spring these are known as “Kirk Ikindi Rains,” as they reputedly fall for 42 
days in a row. In the summer, hot and arid tropical air masses travel north from Arabia and 
Africa, giving much of Asia Minor a typical Mediterranean hot and dry summer climate. 
Upon reaching the Black Sea these systems can clash with colder Eurasian air masses, picking 
up moisture from the Black Sea, causing summer precipitation along the Pontic coast, giving 
that region a more continental climate.
The Pontic Zone receives substantial precipitation throughout the year, and 
temperatures are modified by the Black Sea (Table 1, Map 3). In January, the Black Sea
Information in this section is collated from these sources: S. Erinç and N. Tımçdilek. “The Agricultiual 
Regions of Turkey.” 179-203. W.B. Fisher. The Middle East: A Physical, Social, and Regional Geography. 
302-327. 315 on Folm Winds. R. Izbirak. Geography o f Turkey. 33-35, 77-111. R.F. Nyrop. et. al. Area 
Handbookfor the Republic o f Turkey. Washington; American University, 1973. 65-67. S. Erinç. Klimatoloji 
ve Metodlari. Istanbul: Tas, 1969. 294-375. S. Mitchell. 4/7i7/o//a.· Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor, vol. 
I. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993. 144.
averages 8-9°c along the coast, keeping coastal land temperatures moderate: an average of 6- 
7°c, with few days of frost (Samsun 13 days, Zonguldak 17 days). Inland temperatures are 
colder, with frost and snow occurring more frequently (Kastamonu 111 days of frost, 38 days 
of snow). An effect known as ‘Föhn Winds,’ when warm air cascades down from the plateau, 
has resulted in temperatures of 21°c in January and February in Samsun. Summer 
temperatures are also modified by the Black Sea, and average 22°c in August. Rain is most 
abundant on the coast and the northwest facing slopes of the coastal range (Istanbul 613mm, 
Zonguldak 1256ww, Trabzon 850wm, increasing towards Rize, 2A\5mm)^ Rates of 
precipitation decrease rapidly inland towards the Plateau Zone (Kastamonu 4A4mm). 
Precipitation occurs throughout the year, falling more frequently in the winter months due to 
the polar air masses and orographic rains. February is the wettest month, and August the most 
arid. There is no drought season, nor any period of excessive temperatures or evaporation.
The Aegean Zone also receives substantial precipitation, concentrated in the winter, 
with sea-moderated temperatures increasing to the south. In January coastal Aegean water 
temperatures average 8-9‘^ c yielding coastal land temperatures of 8-10‘^6’; temperatures are 
lower inland. Frost is rare along the coast (Izmir averages 8 days) but can affect the eastern 
Aegean Zone when cool air sinks from the plateau into the river valleys (Bursa 34 days). July 
and August are hot with daily highs above 32‘^c and cool nights (averaging Istanbul 23°c', 
Izmir 27°c). Steady “Meltemi” winds from the north cool the zone in the summer, although 
humid air from the Aegean can become trapped in the valleys. Rainfall averages 150mm 
along the coast but decreases to 400mm at the confines of the Plateau Zone. December is the 
wettest month, while the summers are predominantly dry with little rain.
The climate of the Mediterranean Zone, like that of the Pontic Zone, is strongly affected 
by the coastal mountains. The mountains disturb the advance of moist air masses causing
’ Tlie figures for rain are average figiaes calculated over periods in excess o f ten years.
orographic precipitation along the coast. In January, while water temperature averages 16- 
18°c offshore and 10-1 l°c’ along the coast, inland air temperatures average 8- 10°c (Adana 
9°c) and frosts are rare (Adana 16 days). Summer temperatures average 28°c, with mean 
daily maximums between 33 and 35°c’. Rainfall averages 500-750ww along the coastal plains 
and above ISOmm in the southern slopes of the Taurus and certain exposed regions (Fethiye, 
Antalya). Summers are humid (74% humidity) but approach drought conditions, with less 
than lOwm of rain in July and August together.
The mountains surrounding the Plateau Zone greatly restrict precipitation and the 
altitude affects the temperature. January temperatures average -l°c across the plateau; frost 
(Afyon 95 days, Eskişehir 100, Ankara 87, Malatya 77) and snow (Ankara 22 days, Kayseri 
38) are common. July temperatures average 20-23°c, with the hot days (30°c) and cool nights 
(12°c) typical of desert plateaus. With the high-pressure system over central Asia Minor 
forcing winter’s moist air around the peninsula, the plateau does not receive winter rains like 
the coasts. Instead, rain (90-100 days per annum) comes mostly in the spring, with May the 
wettest month. Rainfall averages between 200 and 525mm depending on region and elevation 
(Ankara altitude 850w, precipitation 250ww; Konya 1016w, 2>50mm\ Sivas 1286w, 515mm\ 
the south-central plateau averages IQQmm, Malatya in the east 31\mm^ İsparta in the Lake 
District, transitional with the Mediterranean Zone, 6\Amm). Seasonal and year long droughts 
are serious and frequent in the Plateau Zone. In past years Ankara has received no rain for 
seven consecutive months. Between 1928 and 1954 there were nine years of drought in 
central Asia Minor, an average of one every three years. With the average rainfall already 
close to that of sustainable dry agriculture, the summer heat, the evaporation factor of the 
zone, and the low water table, droughts are especially damaging to flora, fauna, and 
agriculture. One in four years bring damaging hard winters.
With so much of Asia Minor mountainous, arable land is confined to the alluvial valleys 
and plains. The rivers of the region carry vast quantities of silt; the Kızıl Irmak in flood can 
contain 80g of silt per liter of water. The deposition of this alluvium in valley bottoms and at 
the mouth of these rivers has created flat land with fertile terra rossa soils. The classical 
period was one of net erosion in alluvial valleys, while AD 700-1550 witnessed net deposition 
due to the increased transport potential of waterways and increased material to transport from 
human manipulation of the environment (deforestation).'^ Generally, however, the valleys 
are susceptible to flooding and the plains to malaria. In the past century major drainage, 
channeling, and irrigation efforts have secured the steady usage of much of this land. On the 
plateau, the deep river valleys have lowered the water table, restricting irrigated agriculture to 
their vicinity.
Studies of tree growth, the expansion and contraction of glaciers, deposition, and 
erosion in valleys, and classical archaeobotanical and literary evidence of crop cultivation 
ranges support the conclusion that in the northern hemisphere climatic conditions in the 
classical period were “not appreciably different from those of today.” "  Lamb suggests that 
the Roman Imperial period was relatively warmer than the preceding and succeeding 
centuries, but that temperatures in the Roman world were similar to modern temperatures.'^ 
As viticulture was practiced throughout the regions of modern pre-mechanized (pre-1950) 
Turkey where the wild grapevine does not naturally grow, the climatic similarity suggests it
C. Vita-Finzi. The Mediterranean Valleys: Geographical Changes in Historical Times. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University, 1969. 113-5. B. Marsh “Alluvial Burial of Gordiou, and Iron-Age City in Anatolia.” 
JFA 26.2 (1999) 163-175. 163-175, reinforces Vita-Finzi’s Mediterranean conclusions with an example from 
Asia Minor.
" C. Vita-Finzi. The Mediterranean Valleys: Geographical Changes in Historical Times. 113-5. The charts 
show that tire temperatme in the classical period was the same. Between ad 1000 and 1200 Emope was 
warmer than in the classical period, but ad 1550-1850 it was cooler and wetter. Unknown differences in the 
seasons of rainfall would have impacted flora and agriculture.
'■ H.H. Lamb. Climate History and the Modern World. London: Methuen, 1982. 141-61. C. McDougal Climate 
in Roman Times. 1956. mipublished PliD tliesis. 131. in C. Vita-Finzi. The Mediterranean Valleys: 
Geographical Changes in Historical Times. 113. describes a slightly colder and wetter period 2 1 8 -1 7 9  BC, 
but witliin such a short period tlie climatic differentiation and effect could not have been great.
1 0
was also possible in those regions in Roman times. Before mechanization, viticulture relied 
on gravity-fed irrigation, as it did in the pre-classical and classical period.
Viticulture and Asia Minor
The wild grape, vitis vinifera sylvestris, is native to fertile, well-watered areas of the 
northern continents.G rapevines prefer certain conditions generally found between 30° and 
50° of latitude: warm summers with average temperatures above 20°c and cool winters with 
few prolonged freezes. Asia Minor lies between 36° and 42° N. Although grapevines prefer 
altitudes below 800m, the grapevine is a hardy plant and can survive far outside the preferred 
conditions of the places where it grows wild naturally.'"^
The wild grapevine grew across Europe and the Near East in three regional types; 
occidentalis in Western Europe, pontica around the Black Sea, and orientalis in the 
C a u c a s u s . I n  Asia Minor, it grew wild along the coastal belt of ample precipitation and 
fertile terra rossa soils (Map 4).*  ^ Domestication has affected the tolerances of the vine and 
where it grows. A comparison of the natural range of the wild grape and the locations where 
grapes are grown today show that modified varieties have a greater range than the true wild 
grapevine.'^
The nature of the grapes determines the nature of the wine produced from them. The 
skins and pips of ripe grapes contain tannins, oil, and resins, and the juice contains glucose.
S. Erinç and N. Tunçdilek. "The Agricultural Regions o f Turkey.” 179-203. note that the stahis of agricultiue 
in Turkey in 1950 was primarily non-iuechanized.
Information in tliis section is collated from these sources: V.K. Patil, V.R. Chakrawar, P.R. Narwadkar. and 
G.S. Silinde. “Grape.” in D.K. Saliuiklie, ed. Handbook o f Fruit Science and Technology. New York: Marcel 
Dekker, 1995. 7-31. S. Erinç and N. Tımçdilek. "The Agriculhual Regions of Turkey.” 179-203. W.B. 
Fisher. The Middle East: A Physical, Social, and Regional Geography. 318-327. R. Gomy. "Viticultıue and 
Ancient Anatolia.” in P. McGovern, ed. The Origins and Ancient History o f Wine. Lu.xembourg: Gordon and 
Breach, 1995. 133-174. 138-145.
15
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R. Goniy. "Viticulture and Ancient Anatolia.” 139.
T. Unwin. Wine and the Vine. London: Routledge, 1991. 29, 31.
D. Zoliary. "Domestication of Vitis Vinifera in the Near East." In P. McGovern, ed. 1995. 23-30. 24.
fructose, pectin, tartaric, and malic acids. Grapes absorb trace amounts of vitamins, enzymes, 
esters, and minerals from the soil. Different varietals (sub-species of grapes) yield fruit with 
different concentrations of these components. The sugar content of the juice (hrix) is 
determined by the amount and timing of water and light received, especially late in the 
growing stage. Grapes need between 400 and 900mm of irrigation a year. Rain at the end 
of the growing season produces larger berries with lower bhx, while more sun produces 
berries with higher brix and tannin levels.^^ Fermentation of this sugar produces the alcohol 
in wine (CeHiaOe => 2C2H5OH + 2CO2). A low brix results in lower alcohol wine; higher 
brix allows for wine high in alcohol. Tannins can increase the longevity of wine. Thus the 
growing conditions and the varietal of the grapevine have a strong bearing on the product, and 
are manipulated to produce certain characteristics.
From the earliest domestication of the grape, humans have modified the vine, planting 
vines in certain types of soils to affect the grapes produced, developing varietals that grow 
outside the preferred range of the wild grape, and planting vines in conditions that produce 
richer fruit with higher brix. Four conditions ‘stress’ vines into concentrating sugars and 
tannins in the grapes: hot and dry climate, nutrient-poor soils, closely planted vines, and 
intensive pruning. Many of the top wine producing regions in the world have porous soil 
substructures that drain well, limiting the amount of water absorbed by the vines and therefore 
affecting the brix. Irrigation and the dusting of vines (covering with dust to reduce sunlight to 
leaves and grapes) allow vintners to further manipulate the water and sun received by the 
vines throughout the season.
The occi den tali.·!! species o f vitis has greater winter hardiness tlian the onentali.y. the politico lies between. Thus 
cross-breading the occidentali.<¡ with tlie pontica increases its winter hardiness and therefore climatic range.
Brix is measmed as a number tliat relates to the proportion, not total sugar of a grape. V.K. Patil, V.R. 
Chakrawar, P.R. Narwadkar, and G.S. Sliinde. "Grape.” in D.K. Salmiklie, ed. Handbook o f Fruit Science 
and Technology. 10.
20 T. Unwin. Wine and the Vine. 33-7.
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The practice of planting in certain regions to cultivate specific qualities in the fruit is 
seen in modern viticulture in Asia Minor. Modern pre-mechanized export viticulture was 
concentrated in the Aegean Zone provinces of Manisa, Izmir, Aydın, Uşak, and Denizli; 
Kocaeli produced table grapes for Istanbul, Sariköy grapes for wine. In the Mediterranean 
Zone, grapes were grown above Mersin. In the Plateau Zone, the main region for wine 
viticulture lay between Niğde and Kayseri; viticulture around Ankara was “of local 
importance only” (Map 5).^’ The Aegean Zone provinces (Çanakkale, Manisa, and Izmir at 
4.227 tonnes!hectare) had yields double those from the Plateau Zone provinces (Niğde, 
Kayseri, Konya, Yozgat, and Çorum at 2.198 t!h), and more regular production (Table 2).^ ^
All of these areas have hot, dry summers, and all, save Ankara, have fertile soils; either 
the terra rossa of the coastal valleys and plains or the volcanic soils of Cappadocia. Grapes 
do not grow as well in the saline soils of the southern Plateau Zone basins or the high 
humidity characteristic of the Mediterranean Zone. Although the Pontic coast lies within the 
domain of the wild grape the cooler summer temperatures and greater precipitation yield less 
fruit than the warmer and drier summers to the south.^  ^ The late spring rains of the Plateau 
Zone can damage flowers and decrease pollination, and thus lower fruit yields.
Turkey currently has over 567,000 hectares of vineyards under cultivation, ranking it 
fourth in the world behind Spain (1,360,000/?), Italy (1,008,000/?), and France (943,000/?). '^* 
Only twenty of the thousand grape varietals grown in Turkey are appropriate for viniculture, 
and only two percent of the grape crop goes into wine mak ing .Th i s  is partially due to low 
national demand; per capita per annum average consumption in Turkey 0.78/, compared to
S. Erinç and N. Tımçdilek. “The Agriciiltiual Regions of Turkey.” 179-203.
R. Goniy. “Viticulture and Ancient Anatolia.” 138-145.
Strabo. 12:3:15. M. Zohary. Geobotanica! Foundations o f the Middle East. Stuttgart: Gustav Fischer. 1973. 
120, 126, 294, 514, 567, 574, 613.
Ş. Ergenekon. Şarapla Tanişma. Istanbul: Doluca, 1999. 71-110.
These figiu"es are coincidental; The majority o f Timkish wine production comes from the Öküz Gözü, with 
very little from the recently introduced French varietals (see below).
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7.11/ in the US and 64.5/ in France. Most of the rest goes into raisins, Turkey’s leading crop 
export. At present, the major viticultural regions serving the Turkish wine industry are 
located near Çanakkale, Bandırma, Balıkesir, Bilecik, Çeşme, Izmir, Denizli, Antalya, 
Çankırı, Çorum, Amasya, Tokat, Ankara, Kirşehir, Kayseri, Nevşehir, Niğde, and Kahraman 
Maraş (Map 6).^ ® These show a concentration in the Aegean Zone along the coast and in 
Cappadocia, similar to the concentrations of total grape cultivation before mechanization 
became of importance. However, the addition of a number of sites in the northern Plateau 
Zone (Çankırı, Çorum, Amasya, Tokat) demonstrates both the importance o f ‘stressing’ vines 
in wine viticulture and the increasing usage of irrigation to supersede the lack of water on the
plateau. The fruits considered highest in quality are those from the Boz and Aydın Mountains 
between the Gediz and Büyük Menderes Rivers.
26
27
Sites adapted from N.M.V.D. Schoor-Başar. "Map of grape-growing regions in Turkey.” Turkish Daily News 
12.3.2000.
A.E. Göksel. "The Story o f Wine in Anatolia." Skylife (December 1998) 114-134. 124. Local red varietals 
include Okiiz Gözü, Papaz Karası, Kalecik Karası. Ada Karası, and Çal Karası. Local wliite varietals include 
Hasan Dede, Narince, Misket, Emir, and Dökülgeıı. The varietals recently imported from Europe are 
Cabernet Sauvigiion, Pinot Noir, Gamay, Cinsault, Carignane, Grenache, Alicante Bouschet, Semilion. 
Clairette, and Riesling. S. Ergenekon. Şarapla Tanipna. 71-110.
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Chapter 2
The Evidence for the Study of Classical Wine Production
The study of classical viticulture and viniculture involves the use of various types of 
evidence. To determine which to use for Asia Minor and how to use them, it is important to 
study first what is used in similar researches of other regions, second what is appropriate to 
use for Asia Minor, and third what are the conditions of use for these types of evidence.
Studies of Classical Wine Production in the Other Regions
Over the past centuries scholars have developed a body of types of archaeological 
evidence to associate with classical viticulture and viniculture. Into the 19“’ century, wine 
production in Italy and France utilized the same techniques and equipment as the Romans.^* 
Contemporary production combines these techniques with modernized versions of the 
equipment. By combining knowledge of 19“’ and 20“’ century practices with information 
from the ancient agricultural treatises of Theophrastus (Greek, 370-288 BC), Cato (Roman, 
234-149 BC), Columella (Roman, 1st century BC), Varro (Roman, 116-27 BC), and Palladius 
(Roman, 4th century AC) scholars have built an understanding of classical wine production 
techniques. From this knowledge archaeologists create the corpus of archaeological evidence 
to associate with classical viticulture and viniculture. Literary references reinforce 
archaeological findings and provide much information not seen in the often-weak 
archaeological record.
Studies of classical wine production show what evidence modern scholars consider 
appropriate to use. These studies differ based on the evidence available and that which each 
scholar deems appropriate for his or her region, time period, and goals. Ponsich has written
28 L. Loiibere. The Red and the White. Albany; State University of New York, 1978. 78-81.
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on wine production in western Baetica, Safrai on Palestine, and Rossiter and Jashemski on 
Italy.
To study the history and sites involved in wine production in western Baetica in the 
classical period Ponsich uses literary references, tituli picti from Spanish amphorae found in 
Rome, modern place names that include the word ‘viñas,’ and images of grapes on coins. He 
draws a map of production centers, concludes that Phoenician sailors introduced wine into the 
area, and shows that the region produced wine for export, though not to the extent of its 
exports of oil and garum.^^
To analyze wine production and consumption in Roman Palestine, Safrai uses Jewish 
texts including the Talmud to understand the religious and cultural climates regarding wine. 
Literary sources allow Safrai to associate press stones in Judea with wine production and 
those in Galilee with oil production. The existence of numerous presses together at Mt. 
Hebron and Nahalal suggests large-scale viniculture by either large landowners or a collective 
of tenant farmers. The Talmud encourages viticultural self-sufficiency among family units, 
requires Jews to consume only Jewish-made wine, and limits wine drinking to the male 
population. Passages of the Mishnah suggest annual consumption rates much lower than 
those calculated for citizens of the city of Rome, allowing Safrai to calculate the demand for 
wine based on the populat ion.The Jewish texts consider grapes a stage in the process of 
making wine and not fruits for consumption. Safrai determines export viticulture and 
viniculture by comparing the texts with archaeological surveys to suggest what was under
M. Ponsich. 'The Rural Economy of Western Baetica.” in S. Keay, ed. The Archaeology o f Early Roman 
Baetica. JRA Supplement 29 (1998) 171-82. 177-8. Siliiis Italiciis. Pun. 3:390. CIL. 15:2:4570.
Z. Safrai. The Economy o f Roman Palestine. London: Routledge, 1994. 126-136, different passages and 
calculations yield results of 9/ or c. 63.5/ per person. W. V. Harris. "Between Archaic and Modem: Problems 
in Roman Economic History." 12. J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy during the Early Dominate. 11. Harris and 
Peña calculate 146/per capita per annum for the city of Rome.
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viticulture, with the amount of land needed to provide the wine for the c. 2.1 million residents 
of Roman Palestine. He shows Egypt was a ready market, indicating surplus production.'^'
The evidence from Italy is by far the most extensive of any region. Literary references 
on Italian wine production, cellaring, and consumption abound. Cato, Varro, Columella, and 
Palladius based their treatises on the region, while Pliny and Vitruvius concentrated their 
discussions on Italy. Unlike other regions, there is ample archaeological evidence for 
viticulture: archaeologists have found the remains of agricultural implements, and root-ball 
analysis (analysis of the shape and size of preserved root holes) has shown exactly where 
grapes were planted.Archaeological remains of viniculture include press-stones, coccio 
pesto treading floors, press-rooms with sockets in the walls and floors spaced so precisely that 
the type of press is identifiable, canals and tubes for moving grape must, holding tanks for 
separating and settling different batches of wine, and cellars of embedded dolia for 
temperature-stabilized fermentation.'^^ Italy also has vast evidence of wine amphora 
production. While some of this well-preserved in-context evidence comes from areas 
encapsulated by the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 7 9 , the majority comes from detailed and 
thoroughly published excavation of other sites across the peninsula.
The difference in types of evidence used to study classical wine production in 
Mediterranean regions comes from differences in available evidence and the types of 
information that the scholars deem appropriate to use. Ponsich uses place names and grape 
motifs on coins, amphora remains, and literary references. Safrai relies on ancient texts 
including religious documents, and presses. Scholars working in Italy use the extensive
■ Z. Safrai. The Economy o f Roman Palestine. 126-136. 264, 309.
W.F. Jasheiiiski. The Gardens o f Pompeii .'Hevi RochelleiCaratzas. 1979. 202, on the process o f determining 
grapevines by root-ball analysis; 201-232 on vines and vineyards at Pompeii. S. Rees. "Agricnltme and 
Horticulture.” in J. Wacher, ed. J. Wacher, ed. The Roman World. London: Roiitledge and Kegan Paul. 1987. 
2 vols. 481-500. 488-95.
J.J. Rossiter and E. Haldenbey. "A Wine Making Plant in Pompeii In.wlaII.5.” Cla.s.sical Views 33.8 (1989) 
229-239. W.F. Jashemski. The Gardens o f Pompeii. 227, on a wine cellar under a vineyard in Pompeii in.sida 
1:20.1.
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corpus of archaeological evidence of roots, viticultural tools, and vinicultural equipment, as 
wells as the general agricultural treatises and specific literary references.
Not all the types of information used in these studies are appropriate for other regions. 
Where the grape vine was used as a decorative artistic motif (in architectural decoration, 
coins, and vase painting) it does not necessarily signify local viticulture. Diversity among 
other regional populations prevents the analysis of wine-related philosophies like Safrai’s 
studies. Root-ball analysis works only where root forms are preserved and the ancient flora is 
well known.
Available Evidence of Classical Wine Production in Asia Minor
The types of evidence which are appropriate to the study of viticulture and viniculture in 
Classical Asia Minor include literary references to wine production and wine products, 
archaeological remains of the equipment utilized, and evidence of amphora production for 
wine storage and transport.
Literary references to wine come in a variety of forms. Several authors wrote 
extensively on wine production and wine. The agronomists Cato, Varro, Columella, and 
Palladius covered issues of viticulture and viniculture; Pliny, Strabo, and Athenaeus described 
the quality and nature of wine from many regions. Other authors referred to wine casually, in 
passing, or as analogy. Both major texts and minor references show wine production at the 
mentioned site. Whitbread cautions, however, that comments on classical wine “cannot 
necessarily be considered as generalizations, and it should not be assumed that they apply 
consistently within periods lasting several centuries.” '^' While one reference may not hold 
true for the whole history of wine production at a classical site, often a few references from a 
condensed period of time are all the evidence of wine production from that site. Thus these
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. Fitch Laboratory Occasional Paper 4. Atliens: British School at 
Atliens, 1995. 39.
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references show primarily that wine was produced at a certain site and secondarily the nature 
of that wine at a certain point in history (contemporary or before the date of the passage). 
They should not be used to compare the role of wine production between different sites.
Viticulture involved the planting, tending, and harvesting of grape vines. The tools 
utilized in Greco-Roman viticulture (Plate 1) include the pala (spade) for turning over light 
soils, the ligo (mattock) for trenching and hoeing, the dolabra (hatchet) for pruning thick 
vines, the securis (woodsman’s axe) for pruning, baskets for the harvest, and three types of 
blades for pruning and harvesting; the falx (billhook), the falx viniioria or silvática (vine 
dresser’s knife), and Xht factda vineatica (grape kni fe) .Whi le  all of these tools were used in 
viticulture, only the falx vinitoria and the facula vineatica were utilized exclusively in 
viticulture. The other tools were staples in other agricultural pursuits: farming, fuel gathering, 
and olive-tree maintenance.^^
The presence of the two tools specific to viticulture would clearly indicate viticultural 
activities. Unfortunately, researchers have not found archaeological specimens of the /a/x 
viniioria or facula vineatica in Asia Minor. Given this lacuna, depictions of these tools may 
reveal classical viticulture. Waelkens argues that tools carved on funerary monuments refer 
to the economic activities of the deceased. Carved viticultural tools showing grape tending 
suggest local viticulture and viniculture.^*
Unfortunately, some of the published studies of funerary monuments in Asia Minor fail 
to differentiate between ihtfalx and Xhtfalx vinitoria (Plate 2). Other studies inconsistently or
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 38.
"^^ K.D. Agricultural Implements o f the Roman World. Cambridge; Cambridge University. 1967. 17-20.
37-8, 60-3, 93-6. 100.
K.D. Wliite. Agricultural Implements o f the Roman World. 17-20, 37-8, 60-3, 93-6, 100. M. Waelkens. 
“Plirygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman Antiquity.” AncSoc 
8 (1977) 277-315. 280, disagrees, stating, "All o f these instruments are peculiar to viticultiu"e,” and using all 
of them to identify sites of classical viticulture in central Asia Minor.
M. Waelkens. “Pluygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 277-9. M. Waelkens. Die Kleinasiatischen Tiirstein. Mainz am Rliein: Phillip von Zabem. 1986. 
40.
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incorrectly apply the terms. Confusing these tools hinders the study of viticulture. Depictions 
of the common/cr/x may not refer to viticulture but often are assumed to. The /a/x, however, 
is often depicted with other tools used (but not exclusively) in viticulture. Thus Waelkens 
assumes that depictions of the_/a/x itself, and not just the/a/x vinitoria, relate to viticulture.'
Depiction of the same tools in ornate sarcophagi and non-funerary contexts does not 
have the same immediacy of connection to viticultural activities. Elite- and non-funerary 
depictions of these tools are linked with the general practice of grape-themed decoration. 
Grape decorations were common parts of the Greco-Roman artistic tradition, partially due to 
the ubiquity of wine and partly due to the flexibility of the vine as a decorative motif“*'^  
Accurate depiction of viticultural tools, on the other hand, demonstrates a familiarity derived 
from exposure to the tools or their images, and thus a possible connection to local grape 
tending.
While Dionysus is generally associated with wine consumption, the worship of the god 
in Asia Minor involved many aspects of fertility not related to wine production. Among the 
pre-classical Phrygians, Dionysus was worshiped as the fertility god, chained in winter and 
active in the growing seasons. As the cult developed Dionysus became associated with god­
like release from human concerns through inebriation. From this developed an association 
with the afterlife leading to widespread depictions of Dionysus in fimerary art. Plutarch 
commented that Dionysus was associated with the “whole wet element” sap (plant fertility).
M. Waelkens. “Plirygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 277-9. M. Waelkens. Die Kleinasiatischen Tiirstein. catalogue.
M. Waelkens. "Pluygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 281. Vessels were also depicted on fimerary moniunents. W.H. Buckler and W.M. Calder. 
Monmnenta Asiae MinorisAntiqua VJ. Manchester: Manchester University, 1939, identify amphorae on a 
number o f stones (390, 391, 395, 397); C.H.E. Haspels. The Highlands o f Phrygia. Princeton: Princeton 
University, 1971, identifies amphorae on a single tombstone (#12). T. Drew-Bearand C. Naoiir. "Divinités 
de Pluygie.” in W. Haase and H. Temporini, eds. The Principale. ANRW 2:18.3. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. 
1990. 1908-2044. 2009-2010, looks at these identifications and argues that they represent craters, not 
amphorae. Craters are representative o f wine consumption. Amphorae may be representative o f wine 
production, transport, or consumption. In this case their identification as representative of production is 
contingent upon preexisting knowledge of wine production in the find regions from depictions of viticultimil
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blood (frenzied destruction), semen (human fertility), milk and honey (human nourishment), 
and wine (inebriation).'** With the many aspects of the cult, references to the god do not 
necessarily demonstrate local wine production.'*^
Viniculture involved the pressing of grapes to extract must, the removal of skins, pips, 
and sediment, fermentation of the must, and ‘bottling’ in amphorae and other portable 
containers. Wine has been produced for five millennia, and transported for at least three. The 
lever press is evidenced in Greek art from the mid 6**' century BC.'*^  Cato, Ulpian, and Pliny 
described Roman press equipment and practices. Wooden presses were set into holes in solid 
foundations (fora) of stone, cement, or coccio pesto. Socket holes in walls provided support 
and a pivot for the press-arm. The superstructures incorporated stone press-beds (arae) and 
stone press-weights (stelae). The depictions and descriptions have allowed archaeologists to 
locate and identify Greek and Roman presses at a number of sites, at times with the accuracy 
of determining which type of press was being used.'*'*
The press equipment used in viniculture, however, was similar to that used in 
oléiculture. In order to identify which presses were used for making wine and which for oil, 
evidence from other steps in those processes must be associated with the press remains.'**' 
Grapes were pressed directly; the must ran off into in-ground dolia for fermentation and
tools on other nionunients. Therefore such depictions -  whether of amphorae or craters -  do not add to the 
understanding of the locations of wine production.
Plutarch. Is. Et Os.35.
N.G.L. Hanunondand H.H. Scnllard, eds. The Oxford Classical Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon. 1970. .352-.3. 
W.K.C. Gutlu'ies. The Greeks and Their Gods. Boston: Beacon. 1951. 145-182. M. Waelkens. "Plnygian 
Votive and Tombstones as Soinces o f the Social and Economic Life in Roman Antiquity.” 282. admits that 
inscriptions to Dionysus only “corroborate” existing evidence of viticulture garnered from representations of 
viticultural tools on fimeraiy monuments, and do not alone refer to viticultme or vinicultme.
S. Isager and J.E. Skysgaard. Ancient Greek Agriculture. London: Rontledge. 1992. 64. on a .S'*’ cent. Attic 
black-figure skyphos in Boston depicting a lever-type press. Y. Ersoy. pers. comm. 9.1.01. on mid O'“' cent, 
examples.
Cato. Agr. 18-19. Pliny. NH. 18:317. Ulpian. Digest. 19:2. J.J. Rossiter. "Wine and Oil Processing at Roman 
Farms in Italy." Phoenix 35 (1981) 345-361. 348-9.
A niunber of studies discuss diis confiision: J.J. Rossiter. "Pressing Issues: Wine and Oil Production." JRA 11 
(1998) 597-602; D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Williams. Amphorae and the Roman Economy. Longman 
Archaeological Series. New York: Longman, 1991. 31-41; J.J. Rossiter. "Wine and Oil Processing at Roman 
Farms in Italy."
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approximately six months of ageing, although this depended on the time of the harvest and the 
quality of the wine being produced. Olives were first broken in a mill {trapetwn)\ the juices 
flowed into settling tanks; the oil was drawn off from the bitter part {amurca) and bottled 
fresh. Press evidence with associated in-ground dolía suggests wine production; press 
evidence with a trapetum and settling tanks suggests oil production.""^ Rossiter suggests, 
however, that the same equipment was used for both activities, as the olive harvest and 
pressing took place a month after grape harvest and pressing."*’ The existence of a dolía cellar 
alone does not prove a wine-pressing facility, as they were used for the storage of other 
commodities."*  ^ The incomplete nature of the archaeological record often renders 
inconclusive the identification of vinicultural and oleicultural sites. The evidence does not 
clearly identify either activity."*^
Several scholars have hypothesized the possibility of identifying the former usage of 
press remains by their altitude, based on the belief that grapes can survive at higher altitudes 
than olives.^ ** Grapes typically flourish in colder and wetter climes than olives. The stated 
natural ranges are 800m for grapes and 600w for olives. In Asia Minor, however, grapes are 
grown at altitudes above 1600w and olives above 1250m.'^ * Thus altitude-based identification 
does not work, and the identification of press remains must come through association of 
archaeological artifacts or other related evidence, such as literary passages or inscriptions.
Amphorae were the major storage and transportation container of the classical world. 
The use of amphorae in the study of wine production is a complicated issue. Wine was one of
Columella. İÎMS/. 12:18:5. Pliny. AW. 14:133. Palladius. Opera AgncuUuroe. 1:18.
J.J. Rossiter. “Pressing Issues: Wine and Oil Production.” 599.
C o l u m e l l a . 12:18:5. Pliny. AW. 14:133. Palladhis. Opera Agr/cu/iurae. 1.18.
J.J. Rossiter. "Wine and Oil Processing at Roman Fanns in Italy." 359-60.
”^ T.R.S. Broughton. An Economic Sunvy o f  Ancient l (^Wie. vol. 4. Roman Asia Minor. Baltimore: Jolms 
Hopkins, 1937. 611. G. Bean. Turkey’s Southern Shore. London: Ernest Beim, 1968. 110.
T.R.S. Broughton. Roman A.sia Minor. 611. G. Bean. Turkey's Southern Shore. 110, stating ranges. M. 
Waelkens and J. Poblome, eds. Sagalassos IV: Report on the Sur\>ey and Excavation Campaigns o f 1994 and 
1995. Acta Archaeologica Lovaniensa Monograpliiae 9. Leuven: Katliolieke Universiteit Leuven, 1997. 60-1,
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many typical amphorae contents and amphorae were often reused. Amphora finds alone do 
not show wine production.
There are four ways to determine if amphorae were used to store and transport wine. 
First is the identification of wine-related residues in the vessel. When wine ages particles 
precipitate out of solution leaving residue that can be analyzed if conserved." Grape residue 
has measurably more tartaric acid, and black grapes more syringic acid, than other organic 
materials in the Mediterranean Basin. The decomposition products (dehydroabietic acid and 
reten) of resins used as additives and sealants in Greco-Roman viniculture can also be 
identified by a number of spectrometry and chromatography tests. When resins are used as 
sealants, they prevent the absorption of wine and wine residues into the fabric of the vessels 
so negative wine residue tests do not eliminate the possibility that a vessel held wine. ' While 
the presence of tartaric and syringic acids on an archaeological sample suggests grape matter, 
the tests do not determine the origin of the grape residue (fresh grapes, raisins, wine, or grape 
syrup). These tests, nonetheless, if used with the knowledge of their limitations, can identify 
vessels that may have held wine.
Second is the study of the form of the vessel. In classical times certain forms advertised 
particular wine contents and in the Roman Empire certain sizes and shapes were associated 
with wine storage. Amphora shape can suggest its usage for wine storage and transport by 
marketing or fianctionality. Hellenistic Greek wine amphorae varied from city-state to city- 
state to advertise the different wine contained within. Rhodian amphorae had peg tips, simple 
rims, and acute-angle handles; Coan vessels had double-rolled handles; and Cnidian
on olive trees above 1250w. R. Goniy. “Viticulture and Ancient Anatolia.” 139, on grapes and olives above 
the 'stated’ ranges.
T. Unwin. ¡Vine and the Vine. 56.
P. McGovern and R. Michel. "Tlie Analytical and Archaeological Challenge of Detecting Ancient Wine: Two 
Case Studies from tlie Ancient Near East." in P. McGovern, ed. 1995. 57-66. 57.63. and V. Singleton. "An 
Enologist's Commentary on Ancient Wines." 70, on wine residues. F. Fonneti and J.M. Dothel. "The 
Analysis o f Wine and Other Organics Inside Amphoras o f the Roman Period." in P. McGovern, ed. 1995. 79-
amphorae were marked by a ring around the toe.*’'* Early Roman design varied by function 
and location. For example, Dressel 2-4 amphorae imitated Coan amphorae probably to 
advertise the imitation Coan wine mentioned by Cato and Pliny and popular in Italy in the 1st 
centuries BC and AD. '^^
Functionally, due to the nature of decomposition (spoilage), wine needed to be stored in 
sealable containers. Since spoilage began as soon as the seal was broken, smaller containers 
were ideal for valuable wine. In the late 3rd century BC, the Chians developed a smaller, one- 
handled container called a lagynos for their high-quality wine.'^ *" In the 2nd century AC 
Romans shifted towards the usage of smaller, often round- or flat-bottomed, amphorae in the 
specialty wine trade. Non-oxydizing commodities, such as oil and non-organics, continued to 
be transported in the larger, more efficient (in terms of container weight-to-product weight 
ratio) amphorae. Bulk wine was transported in larger amphorae, dolia, wineskins, and 
wooden barrels (cupae).^^ Peña argues that the size of amphorae can determine their contents, 
with smaller amphorae carrying specialty wine.^ **
85. 85, on resin residues. D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Williams. Amphorae and the Roman Economy. 18. on the 
blocking action of the resins.
V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade.RrinceXorw American School of Classical Studies at Athens. 
1961. n.p.
Caio. Agr. \ n .  Pliny. NH. 14:79.
T.C. Sarikakis. "Coimnercial Relations Between Cilios and Other Greek Cities in Antiquity." 122. V. Grace. 
Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade., on tlie dating. As Cliian wine was expensive, tliis would have made 
a single vessel more affordable.
F. Formed and J.M. Dodiel. "The Analysis o f Wine and Otlier Organics Inside Amphoras o f the Roman 
Period." 80. W. V. Harris. "Between Archaic and Modem: Problems in Roman Economic History." 28. Pliny. 
NH .\A '.n, on die literary evidence o f cupae. P.J.E. Davies. "Trajan's Coluirai and the Art of 
C o m m e m o r a t i o n . 101 (1997) 41-65. 51, on the artistic depictions of cupae. N.K. Rauh. "Review of 
Amphores Romains et Histoire Économique: Dix Ans de Recherche.” AJA 98 (1994) 580-582. 581. on the 
archaeological evidence of cupae. A. J. Parker. Ancient Shipwrecks o f the Mediterranean and Roman 
Provinces. BAR Inteniational Series 580. 1992, quotes the same source (G. volpe. "Le Anfore del Relitto 
“A” delle Tre Senglie (Isole Tremiti).” in Amphores Romains et Histoire Économique: Dix Ans de 
Recherche. Rome: École Française de Rome, 1989. 554-7.) but does not mention any wooden barrels. He 
specifies diat die amphorae were all pitched and that one, still sealed when recovered, showed traces of wine 
residue inside.
J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 10-20. N.K. Rauh. "Review ο ΐAmphores 
Romains et Histoire Économique." 581.
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Third are identifying references on the containers themselves, such as seal impressions 
and tituli picti. Sometimes the contents of amphorae were listed on the vessel, either painted 
on the shoulder {tituli picti) or inscribed on a hardening seal in the neck of the vessel. Tituli 
picti are only found where their organic paint is preserved. Seals are only found intact on rare 
unopened vessels, often from shipwrecks (Table 4).
Fourth are strong links between amphorae and a certain site of production known to 
have exported wine. In a number of classical states, handles of their amphorae were stamped 
before firing. These stamps included information on the manufacture of the amphorae: the 
origin and date (in the form of the name of an annually appointed magistrate). The purpose 
was to authenticated the volume, date, and origin to "fix more closely the responsibility for 
their being containers of standard capacity. " That stamps also aided the control of goods for 
taxation implies amphorae were used only once under official sanction. Stamps were of state- 
specific designs: Cnidian stamps show a bull-head, Chian stamps show a sphinx crouching in 
front on an amphora.^® Some states stamped all their amphorae, while others (Cos and Chios, 
as well as Rome) stamped infrequently. This practice was more frequent in the Hellenistic 
period and in the east.
Studies of the fabric of amphorae show geological inclusions that can link a class to a 
certain area of clay procurement and amphora manufacture. Amphora production generally 
took place near both the sources of clay and the source of the commodity to fill the vessels.* '^ 
When evidence such as literary passages or business records suggests that wine was the 
predominant export of a site, amphorae from the site can be associated with wine storage and 
transport. Conversely, amphorae classes otherwise linked with wine storage and transport can 
indicate sites of wine production. In those cases, amphora production centers can be
59
60
V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade, n.p.
T.C. Sarikakis. "Commercial Relations between Chios and Other Greek Cities in Antiquity." 122.
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identified through evidence o f ‘scatter.’ Given even data collection, higher concentrations of 
a class of amphora are assumed to be closer to the site of manufacture.^^
Whitbread reinforces the possibility that single amphora classes were used to transport 
different commodities with evidence from the wreck at Capistello. Of the 52 Greco-Roman 
amphorae found, 15 were well preserved with intact, pitched corks. The contents of these 
sealed finds included both olive pits and grape pips. While this may show multiple first 
usages of one amphora class, the vessels may have been reused from a previous, singular 
commodity.'’^
The types of evidence available for the study of viticulture and viniculture in classical 
Asia Minor, therefore include literary references, carved representations of unique viticultural 
implements on funerary stele, archaeological evidence of pressing and fermentation 
equipment, and the production of amphorae for wine storage and transport. When the 
evidence from a given site is unclear or debatable, other relevant information is considered to 
aid any possible conclusion concerning possible classical wine production. Table 3 displays 
the evidence according to seven categories: pre-Roman and Roman literary evidence; pre- 
Roman and Roman amphora evidence; and archaeological presses, depictions, and 
inscriptions.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 31-50. D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Williams. Amphorae and the 
Roman Economy. 11.
D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Williams. Amphorae and the Roman Economy. 16.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 24, 38.
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PART II
EVIDENCE
Chapter 3
The Literary and Archaeological Evidence of Wine Production
The Pontic Zone
The mountainous topography of the Pontic Zone restricted most classical settlement to 
the coast and deep river va l l eys . The  folds of the Pontic Range restricted north-south links 
between the inland and coastal cities. Communication and trade occurred primarily along the 
coast and around the Black Sea. Sinope was a major city of the Black Sea because of its 
position halfway along the southern coast and as the terminus of a rare north-south trade 
route. The narrow coastal plains, river deltas, and mountain valleys were generally fertile 
with good soils, ample precipitation, and temperatures modified by the Black Sea. Literary 
evidence of viticulture and viniculture comes from Calpe, Heraclea Pontica, Tieum, 
\Phanaroea, Naspercene, Trapezus, and Sinope. Heraclea Pontica, Sinope, four sites on the 
Sakarya\, and Doceia all have archaeological evidence that may pertain to viniculture (Map 
7). One site, Oinoe, has a wine-related toponym.
Bithynia and Pontus
The coastal towns of the western Pontic Zone, classical Bithynia, were known for their 
wine production as early as Xenophon. The region around Calpe had an abundance of grapes 
used to make a sweet wine. '^  ^ Heraclea Pontica produced wine for export in six types of
Many of the classical references are derived from Magie and Broughton. Magie, D. Roman Rule in Asia 
Minor. Princeton; Princeton; 1950. Broughton, T.R.S. An Economic Sun>ey o f Ancient Rome. Vol. 4. Roman 
Asia Minor. Baltimore; Jolms Hopkins. 1937.
Xenophon. /7. 6;4;6.
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amphora manufactured from the 1st century BC to the 5th century Tieum also engaged
\in viticulture and viniculture.*^  ^ In addition, the region has a number of funerary monuments 
with depictions of the/a/x,/a/x vinitoria, znd facula vineaiica. As these images demonstrate 
local viticulture, their find spots suggest wine-producing areas in the middle Sakarya Valley: 
Göz Açanlar, Arcaklar, Ahlar, and inhisar (Map 8).''* In the eastern Pontic Zone, classical 
Pontus, the valley area of Phanaroea was known to abound in wine, according to Strabo. 
Wine from Naspercene was recommended for its medicinal qua l i t i e s . The  name of Oinoe 
suggests some relation to wine, perhaps local production and export.^* The army of Cyrus 
took advantage of wine produced in the area around Trapezus.^^ Pontus was known for the 
production of a wine flavored with the local wormwood.
To the south, in classical Paphlagonia, a funerary monument carved with & falx vinitoria 
and dolabra was found at Doceia. '^^
Sinope
Along the central Pontic Zone coast, the area around Sinope has archaeological 
evidence of pressing activities and amphora production. Excavations in 1997 unearthed three
'^^Xenophon. ^/7. 6:5; 1. T. Arsen’eva, D.K. Tezgor, and S. Naumenko. “Un Dépotoir d’Atelier d’Amphores à 
Pâte C\mQ"AnatoliaAntiqua V (1997) 187-198.
Geographica Pontica. 4:1:3, 4:1:14, 5:2:10.
Sources include M. Waelkens. Die Kleinasiatischen Ttirstein. M. Waelkens. "Pluygian Votive and 
Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman Antiquity.” S. Mitchell. Anatolia: Land, 
Men, and Gods in Asia Minor. S. Mitchell, D. French, and J. Greenlialgh. Regional Epigraphic Catalogues o f  
Asia Minor II: The Ankara District: The Inscriptions o f North Galatia. Britisli Institute o f Archaeology at 
Ankara Monograph No. 4. British Archaeological Reports International Series 135. Ankara: British Institute 
of Archaeology at Ankara, 1982, W.H.Buckler, W.M.Calder, and W.K.C. Gutlme, eds. Monumenta Asiae 
Minoris Antigua. Publications o f the American Society for Archaeological Research in Asia Minor. 
Manchester: Manchester University, 1933.
Strabo. 12:3:30.
™ Pliny. NH. 14:76.
R.J.A. Talbert. Barrington Atlas o f the Greek and Roman World. Princeton: Princeton University, 2000. 
Xenophon.^/7. 9:8:23.
Pliny. NH. 14:109. Geographica Pontica. 8:21:1. J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy during the Early Dominate. 
16, ap.sinthi was included in the Diocletian’s Edictum (below) at 20 denarii per Italicus sextarius.
74·M. Waelkens. Die Kleinasiati.schen Ttirstein. #801.
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stone press weights at Demirci (Plate 3). Another press stone was found at Çiftlik, five 
kilometers to the north/^
Extensive evidence of kilns, wasters, distinctive amphora forms, and amphora stamps 
reveals amphora production in and around Sinope. Three major amphora production centers 
have been found along the coast, with evidence dating production from the second quarter of 
the 4th century BC to the late 6th century Sinope produced two types of amphorae: a
narrow neck ‘carrot’ design in a red fabric, and a narrow neck, short-bodied, rounded bottom 
design in a light fabric (Plate 4).^  ^ Amphorae were stamped from 310 BC to 183 BC, when 
Pharnaces captured the city. Fifty potters have been identified from these stamps, with up to 
five working under a single annual magistrate.^* Amphora manufacture of this scale pertains 
to the production of some marketable commodity for export.
The evidence for the commodity carried in these amphorae is inconclusive. Possibilities 
include wine, olive oil, and fish sauce. Wine is suggested by two passages. Xenophon 
recorded a gift of 1500 amphorae of wine from the Sinopeans to the army of Cyrus . St rabo 
mentioned wild grapes in the mountains above the coast near Sinope.*® In addition. Polybios 
reported that Rhodes shipped 10,000 amphorae of wine to Sinope when Mithradates besieged 
the city. This shows a demand for wine in the city that could not be met locally when the city
D.K. Tezgor and I. Tatlican. “Fouilles d’Ateliers Amphoriques a Demirci pres de Sinope en 1996 et 1997.“ 
Anatolica Antiqua 6 (1998) 423-441. 438-440. D.K. Tezgor. “Sinope and its Amphora Potteries.” Skylife 
(May 1998) 94-102. 102.
M.H. Gates. "Archaeology in T u r k e y . " 101 (1997) 241-305, 295. D.K. Tezgor. "Sinope and its Amphora 
Potteries." 94-102.
’’ D.K. Tezgor. "Sinope and its Amphora Potteries." 94-102.
D. French. “Sinopee: Amphora-Stamps, Coins, and Inscriptions.” 23 (1984-97) 225-232. M.H. Gates.
"Archaeology in Turkey." AJA 101 (1997) 241-305, 295.
’’ Xenophon. 6:1:15.
Strabo. 12:3:15.
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was cut off from the countryside. Some Sinopean amphora stamps depict men crushing
82grapes with their feet, others depict bunches of grapes.
Oil was produced around Sinope. Strabo mentioned extensive oléiculture in the region: 
“The whole of the tilled country a little above the sea is planted with olive t r e e s . T h e  area 
of Sinope is the only region on the Black Sea coast of Turkey to produce olive oil in modern 
times. A recently found wreck off the coast of Sinope carried Sinopean amphorae, two of 
which were tested and found to have held olive oil.*"^  Sinopean amphorae have been found at 
wine-exporting sites (e.g. Chersonesos) around the Black Sea, but not in the Aegean or 
Eastern Mediterranean where oléiculture is extensive, strengthing the case they were used in 
the oil trade.^ *^  Pollen studies of a core taken in a 4th and 5th century AC kiln show local olive 
trees but do not show local vines.*’ The modern site name of one of the amphora workshops 
is Zeytinlik, or ‘olive grove.’**
Fish sauce is another possibility, as it was produced and exported from many coastal 
sites in the region. Strabo stated that Sinope was the point on the Pontic coast where Black 
Sea tuna were large enough to be caught and processed.*^ These observations do not agree 
with modern research by the Oceanographic Institute at Sinop that shows these fish migrated 
in the opposite direction, maturing at the Bosphorus.^”
* Polybios. 4:5.6.
D.K. Tezgor. pers. comm. 16.11.2000. D. French, "Sinopee: Amphora-Stamps, Coins and Inscriptions.” 225- 
32, does not mention tliese stamps.
Strabo. 12:3:12, extensive oléiculture in the suburbs of Sinope mentioned in Strabo. 2:1:15.
S. Bring and N. Tungdilek. “The Agricultural Regions of Turkey.” 182. Y. Ersoy, pers. comm. 1.11.2000. 
Sinope is tlie only region in the entire Black Sea basin were olive are successfully cultivated.
85 D.K. Tezgor. pers. comm. 16.11.2000.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 11. D. French. "Sinopee: Amphora -  Stamps. Coins and 
Inscriptions." 225. C. Koehler. “Wine Amphoras in Ancient Greek Trade.” in P. McGovern ed. 323-37. 328, 
refers to viniculture and amphora production for wine export at Chersonesos, where Sinopean amphorae have 
been found.
D.K. Tezgor. pers. comm. 16.11.2000.
Y. Garlan and I. Tatlican. “Fouilles d’Ateliers Ainphoriques a Zevtinlik (Sinope) en 1994 et 1995.” AnatoHca 
Antigua 5 (1997) 307-316. 307.
Strabo. 7:6:2.
^®D.K. Tezgbr. pers. comm. 16.11.2000.
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It is possible therefore that the amphorae produced at Sinope carried a variety of 
products, including oil and wine pressed in the region, fish products (e.g. garum), and even 
perhaps Sinopean miltos (red pigment).^’ Sinopean amphorae have been found around the 
Black Sea in regions that are known to have produced wine in the classical period but likely 
did not produce oil, suggesting that the most likely export product was oil. With grapes 
growing naturally in the region, however, perhaps Sinope produced enough wine for its own 
consumption (except when under siege) and also engaged in export oléiculture.
Pontic Zone: Conclusions
Coastal production sites include Calpe, Heraclea, and Tieum in Bithynia; Naspercene, 
Trapezus, and possibly Sinope in Pontus. Inland wine production took place along the 
Sakarya River, in Phanaroea, and at Doceia. This reflects the geographical and climatic 
circumstances of the zone. Precipitation and fertile soils were available and accessible for 
agriculture along the coast and in the deep mountain valleys. The literary sources reveal no 
typical Pontic Zone wine: Naspercene made medicinal, Calpe sweet wine, and Pontus 
vermouth. The cities along the coast communicated and traded by sea. While grapes grow 
around the Black Sea, olives only grow in the area of Sinop, making the city a center of 
oléiculture and amphora production for the export of olive oil. Wine production in the Pontic 
Zone was mostly for local consumption. Only in Heraclea Pontica is there literary and 
archaeological evidence for exports. While there is some evidence for Sinopean wine 
production, there is little direct evidence of wine exports. In times of war, however, when 
self-sufficiency was not possible, Sinope received imports from Rhodes and Calpe and 
Trapezus donated wine.
W. Leaf. “The Commerce of Sinope.” 7//.S'36 (1916) 1-15. J.V. Noble. The Techniques o f Painted Attic 
Pottery. London: Thames and Hudson, 1988. 127. l.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 235. 
http://www.france.diplomatie.fr/ciiltiire/france/archeologie/turk/plus/pliis.html#bibblio. slates that classical
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The Aegean Zone
The Aegean Zone has the fertile soils, ample precipitation, and hot summers ideal for 
viticulture. These conditions were also ideal for general classical settlement, and the zone 
saw extensive development in the classical regions of Mysia, Ionia, Lydia, and Caria, and the 
offshore islands of Lesbos, Chios, Samos, and Cos. Classical literary sources refer to many 
sites of production and the quality of Aegean Zone wine from the period. Archaeological 
evidence of regional amphora production suggests wine production and export.
Mysia
All evidence of viticulture and viniculture in Mysia comes from literary sources. The 
whole region, and the western reaches of Troas, Aegae, and Aeolis were known as wine 
producing (Map 7).^  ^ Lampsacus was famous for its wine; Athenaeus reported that the city 
was given as a gift to Themistocles for the quality of its wine. '^  ^ The neighboring cities of 
Priapus, and Parium also abounded in vineyards.Cyzicus produced different types of wine 
including the 'hippodamatian.'’^  ^ The slopes of the Mysian Olympus abounded in 
vineyards.Pergamum and the neighboring towns of Perperene and Tibene produced wine.^  ^
Viticulture and viniculture was scattered through Mysia, notably along the Marmara and 
Aegean coasts, and the Olympic Mountains.
amphorae were used for dried fruit, wine, oil, and fish products, but does not conclude wliich product(s) was 
exported in Sinopean amphorae.
^  Pliny. NH. 14:75; Galen. In Hippoc. De Viet. Acut 3;3.7; De San. Tuend. 5:5:2, 6 on Mysia in general; 5:5:15. 
on Mysia, Troas, Aegae, and Aeolis.
^^Atlienaeus l:29e.
Strabo. 13:1:12.
Galen. Meth. Med. 12:4; Kului 6; 101, 10;836. Pliny. NH. 14;75, on tlie Hippodamatian.
Theopluastus. Hid. Plant. 4;5;4.
Galen. In Hippoc. De Viet Acut. 3;3, 7, on Pergamum. Galen. De Bon. Mai. Sue. Il.T, 2, 18, 21; De Viet.
Acut 102, on Pergamum, Perperene, and Tibene.
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Lesbos
Lesbos has ample literary and archaeological evidence of wine production. Here the 
literary evidence of a long history of viniculture complements the archaeological evidence of 
local amphora production and export. The wine from the island, including types from 
Methymna in the northwest and Mitylene in the southeast, and a sweet wine known as 
protropos ox pródromos, was generally considered of high quality .
Classical authors praised Lesbian wine. Strabo stated that Lesbos produced some of the 
best wine and that wine was the best product of the i s l and . P l i ny  wrote that Lesbian was 
first considered the best wine 450 years after the founding of Rome (c. 304 Athenaeus
noted Lesbos was rich in vineyards and included compliments on Lesbian wine from earlier 
authors, including Alexis: "There's not another more pleasant wine to drink than a draught of 
Lesbian;" Ephippus: “Many the drops of Lesbian are gulped down eagerly;" and Philyllius: "I 
will furnish Lesbian...and nobody will have a h e a d a c h e . At h e n a e u s  himself noted that 
Lesbian wine possessed "the glory of ambrosia rather than wine” and that other types of wine 
were “simply nothing when compared to the L e s b i a n . T h e  wine improved with age to 
become “an old wine, with hoary head indeed, whose moist locks are crowned with a white 
bouquet.
Lesbian was less astringent, more diuretic, and tasted of the sea from the addition of 
salt-water.* '^* It was drunk warm and almost neat or cut with the purest w a t e r . I t  had a long 
aftertaste: Athenaeus noted that he who drinks Lesbian “swills for the rest of the day and
^  H. Rackman, ed. Pliny Natural History. Cambridge: Loeb, 1945, calls protropos ‘a sweet wine drawn off 
before treading tlie grapes.”
Strabo. 14:1:15, 14:2:19.
Pliny. AW. 14:73.
Atlienaeus. 13:598c, l:28e, 28f, 31a.
Atlienaeus. 1:29c.
Atlienaeus. 1:29b.
Athenaeus. l:3 2 f. Pliny. AW. 14:74.
Athenaeus. 4:129d, 1:33c.
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munches sweets.”*”^  Caesar served Lesbian wine at a banquet in his third consulship, and it 
was later drunk to calm and to disperse fears over his i n t en t i ons . P l au t us ,  Varro, 
Dioscorides, Galen, and Sextus Propertius made reference to Lesbian wine; Aulus Gellius 
retold the story of how Aristotle appointed his successor by praising the sweetness of Lesbian 
wine (and thus signaling his choice, Theophrastus of Lesbos).
Vitruvius noted that soils in the region of Mitylene yielded the special characteristics of 
the local wine protropos or pródromos. When served diluted and warm before dinner, 
protropos prevented alcohol-related stomach ulcers. Virgil suggested that a specific 
varietal was employed for viniculture in Methymna.' ’' Wine from Methymna was considered 
the finest available until the ascendancy of the Falernian vineyards in Italy.
Lesbos produced wine throughout the classical period. Literary evidence suggests wine 
from the end of the 4th century. Land registers from the 3rd century BC and 3rd century AC 
show that vineyards were common in Mi tylene.Proper t ius wrote of sipping Lesbian wine 
in Rome in the 1st centuiy BC."‘‘ Wine from Methymna was served at Constantinople in the 
6*'’ century AC."^ Lesbian wine was free of import duties in some places, but heavily taxed to 
others, and was shipped to the west side of the Balkans, and to Egypt in the 3rd century
Atlienaeus. l:28e.
Pliny. NH. 14:97. Horace. Odes. 1:17:21. Horace. Epod. 9:34.
Plautus. Poemlus. 699. Varro. Ling. 9:67. Galen. DeAntid. 1:5, Pleth. Med. 12:4, Kulm, 11:604, 13:405. 
D'xosconáts. Materia Medica. 5:6:9.11. Sextus Propertius. 1:14:2. Aulus Gellius. A!4. 13:5:7 
Athenaeus. 1:30b. Vitmvius. DeArch. 8:3:12.
Atlienaeus. 2:45e.
Virgil. G. 2:88-104.
Silius Italicus. Pun. 7:210.
"V G . 12:2:74,76-80.
Sextus Propertius. 1.14.1-4.
Corippus. In Laudem lustini Augusti Minoris. 3:84-103.
Atlienaeus. l:28e. Aristotle. M/r. Ausc. 104. P. Cairo Zeno. 59684. P. Soc. Ital. 413.
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Lesbian amphorae were manufactured from dark gray clay, and are characterized by a “rat 
tail” continuation of the handle down onto the vessel shoulder (Plate 4)."^ No production 
sites have been documented.'*^
Chios
The island of Chios was renowned for vines that produced highly regarded wine."^ 
Plutarch, Strabo, Pliny, and Athenaeus classified Chian among the finest wine.'^" Silius 
Italicus wrote of the early respect for Chian wine.'^' Wine from the region of Ariusa was 
especially p r a i s e d . S t r a b o  considered Ariusan the best Greek wine.'^^ Athenaeus agreed 
and classified three types of Ariusan wine: “The dry has a good taste, is nourishing and more 
diuretic; the sweet is nourishing, satisfying, and laxative; the 'self-tempered' is mid-way 
between them in useftil effects."'^''
Chian wine was served at dinner parties in Rome, at a Triumph and at the fall of Julius 
Caesar.' ·^*’ The wine mellowed with extraordinary grace, growing “toothless with time. It 
became the practice by the 1st century AC to cellar and age Chian wine: the Roman aristocrat 
Hortensius bequeathed 10,000 jars to an heir and Lucius Lucullus distributed 100,000 jars in 
l a r gesse . Hor ace  decried the practice of hoarding instead of enjoying Chian wine; he also 
stated that the price of Chian wine was more suitable conversation than ancient history.
V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 155.
Pliny. NH. 36:12. Strabo. 14; 1:15, 14:2:19. Many o f the classical passages refer to wine from more than one 
site, thus the repetiotion o f characteristics and anecdotes.
Plutarch. A/or. 470. Strabo. 14:1:35. Pliny. NH. 14:73. Athenaeus. l:28f. 29e. 32 f  
Sihus Italicus. Pun. 7:210.
Pliny. NH. 14:73. Silius Italicus. Pun. 7:210.
Strabo. 14:1:35.
Athenaeus. l:3 2 f
Horace. Sat. 2:8:9. Pliny. NH. 14:97. Horace. Epod. 9:34.
Plautus. Poenulus. 699.
Pliny. NH. 14:96.
Horace. Sat. 2:3:115. Horace. Odes. 3:19:5.
Plutarch reported that one jar of Chian sold for 100 drachmas, the value of three month’s 
normal labor.
Chian wine was blended with Aminnean and Falernian wine.^^° When cut, it benefited 
from \pure water.^^' Chian was also served s t r a i n e d . Th e  wine roused the passions of those 
who drank it.^ ^^  Chian wine was first popular in Italy for its medicinal qualities (prescribed to 
Praetor Gaius Sentius for he a r t bur n) . Ch i an  wine promoted digestion and did not cause 
h e a d a c h e s . I t  was also used in recipes.*'^ *’ The Chians were believed to be the first vintners 
of dark wine, and a varietal of grape, with tender, small clusters, bore the name of the 
island. Varro, Aelian, and Dioscorides also mentioned Chian wine. Classical documents 
report Chian wine in Egypt in the 3rd century BC and in the Adriatic.
Organic residues of resinated wine have been found in remains of Chian amphorae 
confirming its export in these con t a i ne r s . Chi an  amphorae had several design phases.''*’ 
The first, holding seven Chian chocs, was characterized by a button toe, soft shoulders, and 
bulbous neck.’'*^ The second, without the bulge in the neck, held eight Chian chocs, the 
equiva
Plutarch. Mor. 470.
Ausonius. Epist. 13:32. Horace. Sat. 1;10;24. These are analogies to the intermingling of Latin and Greek in 
poetry and tlie mixing o f Greek (Chian) and Roman (Amiimean and Falemian) wines.
Atlienaeus. l;33c.
Athenaeus. l:28e.
Atlienaeus. l;29a.
Pliny. NH. 14:96.
Atlienaeus. 1:33a, 31a.
Horace. Sat. 2:8:50.
Atlienaeus. l:26b,c. Pliny. NH. 14:25.
Varro. Ling. 9:67. Aelian. Var. Hi.^ t. 12:31. Dioscorides. Mat. Med 5:6:8,9,11.
’■’’V .  Cairo Zeno. 59012:2:17, 22; 59110:1:29, 43; 59684; 59695:1:2. P. Soc. Ital. 413, 428. 535. 862. P. Oxy. 
1158. Aristotle. Mir. Au.sc. 104.
J.P. Barron. "Chios in tlie Atlienian Empire." in J. Boardman and C.E. Vaphopoulou-Richardson. eds. Chio,s. 
Oxford: Clarendon, 1986. 89-103. 95, 98-9.
''"T.C. Sarikakis. "Commercial Relations Between Chios and Otlier Greek Cities in Antiquity." in J. Boardinan 
and C.E. Vaphopoulou-Richardson, eds. 1986. 121-31. 122.
Choes were a ancient measure of volume; individual city-states had different standards for their choes. and 
tints the need to change from the Cliian to Athetiian standards.
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ent of seven Athenian choes, and was introduced to conform to Athenian demands for 
unified measurements. The change is dated to the 440s BC by depictions on silver Chian 
tetmdrachams.^'^^ In the course of the 4th century BC, Chian amphora design lost the button 
toe, raised the neck and mouth above the top of the handles, and sharpened the curve of the 
shoulders (Plate 4).*'*'’ The practice of long-term aging required of Chian amphora a neck 
design that facilitated tight sealing. As Chian wine was very expensive a smaller, one- 
handled, vessel, the lagynos, was later developed. The smaller volume prevented excessive 
spoilage once the seal was b r o k e n . T h e  lagynos is attested by a reference in Plautus’s 
Curculio^'^^ Chian amphorae were stamped, albeit infrequently, with a sphinx crouching in 
front of an amphora (a design also seen on Chian coins) as early as 450 BC.*'’’ Stamps include 
the origin, and from the 3rd through 1st centuries BC, the name of the potter.^ "** Evidence of 
amphora production on Chios comes from the region of Ariusa in the northwest of the island 
and the city of Chios on the eastern coast.
Ionia
The classical region of Ionia was the site of much wine production. Erythrae produced 
a wine considered to be smooth and odorless, and good at softening hard, fragrant wine when 
blended.'^” Pliny states that the most popular wine of his time was the ‘white Clazomenae,’ 
which gained such recognition only after the proportion of added seawater was decreased.’*”
J.P. Barron. "Chios in the Athenian Empire." 98-9.
V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient ¡Vine Trade.
T.C. Sarikakis. "Conunercial Relations Between Cliios and Other Greek Cities in Antiquity." 122. 
'‘'‘’ Plautus. Cure. 78-9.
T.C. Sarikakis. "Coimnercial Relations Between Cliios and Other Greek Cities in Antiquity." 122.
M.L. Lawall. "Review o f (}reek Transport Amphorae: A Petrological and Archaeological Study." AJA 101 
(1997) 176-7. 176. T.C. Sarikakis. "Commercial Relations Between Chios and Other Greek Cities in 
Antiquity." 122.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 183.
Atlienaeus. l;32b.
'^ ' Pliny. NH. 14:73.
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Excavation of the site of Clazomenae have found press holes, a crushing basin, and a settling 
tanks hewn into the bedrock, and a trapetum, suggesting local oléiculture.*^^ Smyrna was 
known for various types of wine and great fertility. In the area of the temple to the Mother of 
Gods grew the grapes that made Pramnian wine as well as vines that yielded three crops of 
grapes a year. The region around Smyrna was known to yield two crops of grapes each 
year, and the wine produced was regarded for its high quality. Viticulture and viniculture 
were so important to the local economy that Smyrna appointed silver-tongued Scopelian as 
ambassador to Emperor Domitian to petition against the Edict restricting viticulture in the 
province of Asia, ‘eunuchising’ the earth. The wine of Leucae was variously reported by 
Plautus, Pliny, and Athenaeus to be calming, medicinal, or injurious from added gypsum.
In Ionia viticulture and viniculture were important parts of the local economy, vineyards were 
highly valued, especially those with high production, such as the vineyards around Smyrna.
Lydia
The region around the Hermus (Gediz) and Maeander (Bü3mk Menderes) Rivers was a 
center of classical viticulture and viniculture. Literary and archaeological evidence attest to 
production of quality wine and wine products in great quantities.
The Tmolus Mountains (Boz Dağlar) rise between the Hermus and Cayster (Küçük 
Menderes) Rivers, and overlook the city of Sardis. These slopes had vineyards in abundance, 
according to Theophrastus, Ovid, Pliny, and Galen. The vineyards produced wine 
esteemed by Strabo and classified just below the famous Falernian and Aminnean vintages by
152 www.klazoinenai.tripod.com
Pliny. NH. 14:54, on Pramnian wine; 16:115, on fluice-bearing vines. See below on a discussion on the 
nature of Praimiian as a type o f wine, appellation, or varietal.
Varro. Rust. 1:7:6, on two crops. Strabo. 14:1:15, on quality wines.
'^Philostratus. VS. 1:21:12. Philostratus. VA. 6:42.
Plautus. Poenulus. 699. Pliny. NH. 14:76. Atlienaeus. 1:33b.
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Virgil and Silius Italicus.*^ ** The region’s soil yielded special characteristics in the wine; it 
was strong and sweet and thus added balance and maturity to young dry wine.’^^
Papyri from Egypt tell of wine shipped in containers known as tmolitike, implying an 
origin in the Tmolus Mountains.'*’*^ Fabric studies geologically link the igneous and 
metamorphic inclusions in the clay used in ‘Late Roman 3’ (LR3) amphorae to the Tmolus 
Mountains.'*’’ The ki and Vz amphora volumes of LR3 amphorae correspond to the single 
tmolitike and diple (double) tmolWke of the literary records. '*’^  The LR3 has a short, tapering 
neck, a body that tapers at two angles, and short spike or open foot (Plate 4). Early versions 
from the 1st through 5th century AC had one handle and the open foot; later versions from the 
4th through 6th century AC had two handles and the spike. Locally produced LR3 amphorae 
found in a well at Sardis have “traces of a resinous interior lining [that] suggest that vessels 
may have been used for the storage or transport of wine.” '*’^  LR3 amphorae found in 
RomeWalso have remains of pitch lining possibly from the storage of wine.'*’"
The same papyrus that mentions the tmolitike (LR3) for wine from the Tmolus 
Mountains registers a second type of amphorae for a wine product called caroermm Maeomm 
(cooked Lydian must).'*^  ^ The Edictum Diocletiani et Collegamm de Pretiis Rerum Venalium
Theoplirastiis. Hist. Plant. 4:5:4. 0\\á.M et. 6:15. 11:86. Pliny. NH. 5:110. Galen. De San. Tuend. 5:5:2. 4. 6: 
De Viet Att. 94.
Strabo. 14:1:15. Virgil. G. 2:88-104. Silius Italiciis. Pun. 7:210.
Vitruvius. DeArch. 8:3:12. Pliny. NH. 14:74.
'*’*’ P. Laur. 12; P. land. 99, on the container. P. Oxy. 1760, on the double container, in J.T. Peña. The Urban 
Economy During the Early Dominate. 83—4.
J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 83-4.
A. Zeiner. Storage Jars in Ancient Sea Trade. Haifa: National Maritime Museum, 1977. 108, the amphora 
was a imit o f volume equivalent to 25.791. J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 83-4. 
often vessels were manufactured in some basic fraction of tliis luiit.
M.L. Rautman. "Two Late Roman Wells at Sardis." in W.G. Dever, ed. Preliminary Excavation Results: 
Sardis, Idalion, and Tell el-Handaquq North. AASOR 53 (1995) 37-84. 42. Resin was also used to line 
amphora used for purposes other than wine storage, but resin was not necessary o f oil amphorae.
Examples of the class are concentrated in western Asia Minor, but found around the Mediterranean and Black 
Seas, Egypt, and southern England. J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 83-4. D.P.S. 
Peacock and D.F. WxWmws. Amphorae and the Roman Economy. 188-9, classify LR3 "Class 45.” J.T. Peña. 
The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 84, resinous linings were also utilized for fish sauces.
P. Laur. 12, in J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 83-4.
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{Edictum) issued under Diocletian in 301 AI), lists caroenum Maeonum. It was valued at 30 
denarii per Italicus sextarius, the same as prime unadulterated Falernian, Picene, and 
Aminnean wine, but it was the only non-Italic wine listed. Of all the amphora types in Rome 
in AD 290-315, the only non-italic types in abundance are Kapitan 1 and 2. These paired 
classes are characterized by vertical handles that bend sharply downward to tall conical necks, 
tapered bodies, and pointed bases. Both have a common fabric with a type of igneous 
inclusions suggesting clay sources in western Anatolia. Kapitan 1 amphorae were \
nufactured in volumes of /^3 amphora, and Kapitan 2 in V3 and '/2 amphora. The 
similarities and lack of overlap suggest that they can be viewed as a common class with a 
singular origin. The presence of these non-italic amphorae in Rome at the time when the 
Edictum lists only one non-italic wine suggests the Kapitan 1-2 form may be associated with
caroenum Maeonum. 166
Literary sources also refer to wine production in a number of sites in the region of the 
Messogis Mountains. Strabo mentions quality wine from Metropolis and Ephesus in 
conjunction with those of Tmolus and Me s s o g i s . Wi n e  from Ephesus, called "phygelites' 
by Dioscorides, was declared unhealthy by Pliny from the addition of salt water and boiled 
must.*^  ^ Further up the Cayster Valley the site of Larissa had an abundance of vineyards. 
The nearby village of Latoria produced Pramnian wine.'^” As for the wine from Messogis 
Mounains, Strabo lauded its quality, while Pliny said it caused headaches.'^* The best
166
167
168
169
J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 16-8, 84-6. 
Strabo. 14:1:15
D'ioscoxiáts. Materia Medica. 5:6:9,11. Pliny. NH. 14:75.
Strabo. 9:5:19.
Atlienaeus. 1:3 Id.
Strabo. 14:1:15. Pliny. AW. 14:75.
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Messogan wine was from the town of Aroma. Sweet wine came from Magnesia ad 
Maeandrum.
There were three major types of wine from the vineyard-rich region of the Tmolus and 
Messogis Mountains; a reputable ‘table’ wine, a sweet cooked Lydian must called caroenum 
Maeonum, and heavily salted, headache-causing wine. The available evidence suggests that 
these three types were intermingled throughout the region. Two types of amphora, LR3 and 
Kapitan 1-2, are directly associated with the region. Wine may also have been shipped in 
wood wine barrels and wineskins made from locally available materials. Three rivers run 
across the region, each with a seaport at its mouth that facilitated the export of wine from the 
region. Products were sent all over the Aegean, the eastern Mediterranean, and to Italy, where 
caroenum Maeonum was a part of the late 3rd century AC culinary scene. It is possible that 
the LR3 form associated with wine from the Tmolus Mountains was manufactured near 
Sardis, the chief city of Tmolus. Kapitan 1-2 amphorae, associated with caroenum Maeonum, 
were possibly produced at Ephesus, the chief city and port of the Messogis Mountains.
The fertile volcanic soils of the Catacecaumene region in eastern Lydia nourished 
grapes of exceptional quality that produced good wine.' "^* The wine from Therine and 
Caryine in Catacecaumene was especially revered. A marble pedestal from Dionysopolis 
in the Hermus Valley lists the retribution allowed if a shepherd allows his flock to damage a 
vineyard: the vineyard owner can seize both the offending beasts and other property of the 
h e r d e r . A  pair of inscriptions, also from Lydia, report on the punishment inflicted on two 
brothers who failed to donate a portion of a pruned vineyard they inherited to the goddess
Strabo. 14:1:47.
Athenaeus l:29e. Imchr. V. Magn. 116.
Vitruvius and Strabo described tlie burnt (volcanic) Catacecaunieue region as Maeonian or Mysiaii. altliougb 
tlie tenn most likely refers to tlie region around modem Kula in the province of Manisa.
Strabo. 13:4:11; 14:1:15. Vitnivius. DeArch. 8:3:12. Galen. InHippoc. De Viet. Acut. 3:1.
MAMA.A-.291.
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Hygeia. Not only were they forced to donate the vines as their late father had wished, but 
they were also required to reimburse in coin and in kind for their transgression.
Samos
Samos produced wine, but Strabo stated the quality was inferior to that from 
neighboring regions. Apulius sarcastically wrote that the soil was not ‘scratched’ by vine 
growers.'^^ Other evidence of viticulture includes the name Ampelos (‘vine mountain’) for 
the island’s central peak. Samian amphorae have a large, ovoid body, splayed foot, and offset 
(5th century BC) or mushroom (late 4th century BC) rim. No production sites are known.'*® 
As the island was also known for its oil production, scholars debate whether both wine and oil 
were shipped in these amphorae.'*'
Icaros
The island of Icaros produced Pramnian wine.
Caria
The city of Aphrodisias in the upper Maeander Valley has evidence of viticulture and a 
reputation for viniculture. A carved ‘four seasons’, sarcophagus shows eróte engaged in 
different seasonal activities.'*^ The summer eras wields the /a/v vinitoria while the fall one
SEG. 34:1212-3. The location of these inscriptions is not specified.
Strabo. Geography. 10:457, 14:637.
Apuleius. Flor. 15. G. Shipley. A History o f Samos H00-1S8BC. Oxford: Clarendon, 1987. 16.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 122-3.
Athenaeus. 2:66. I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 122-3, argues for both; V. Grace, "Samian 
Amphoras.” Hesperia 40 (1971) 50-90, argues that wine was not produced on Samos and that the containers 
carried only oil. See also R.M. Cook and P. DuPont. Ea.st Greek Pottery.
R.R.R. Smitli and C. Ratte. "Arcliaeological Research at Apltrodisias in Caria, 1996."^,^ 102 (1998) 225- 
250. 245.
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carries the wicker baskets used to collect grapes at harvest.'*^ A pilaster capital from 
Aphrodisias depicts a winged eras holding di falx in his right hand and a bunch of grapes in his 
left.’ '^' While these images in architectural bas-relief are closely linked with the general 
artistic practice of depicting grape vines and bunches as decorative elements, literary 
references from Galen documenting wine production at Aphrodisias suggest that these artistic 
representations may be viticulture-specific.
Heraclea Latmus produced hard and fragrant wine suitable for blending.'*’ Telmessus 
produced second-tier quality wine. Athenaeus mentioned wine from Myndus, recording 
that it bore a decent addition of salt water but benefited from being mixed with hard water.
In the early Roman period Myndus and Theangela produced Dressel 2-4 amphorae 
(Plate 4).'^" The wine of neighboring Halicarnassus was well blended with salt-water for 
digestive effects, and best mixed with hard waters before consumption.'^'
Cnidus
Cnidian wine was famous and widespread. Cnidian protropos wine was considered 
among the best wine, and all Cnidian wine was exceptionally good both for enjoyment and 
medicinal purposes .Athenaeus  reported, “Cnidian wine produces blood, is nourishing, and
Homer. 11. 18:561-8, onphormos and kophinos (the baskets). S. Rees. “Agricultiu'e and Horticultiu-e.” 489. on 
the Roman practice o f making and utilizing wicker baskets for viticultime.
S. Dillon. "Figimed Pilaster Capitals from ApluOdisias." AJA 101 (1997) 731-769. 767.
Atlianaeus. 1:30b.
Galen. In Hippoc. De Viet. Acut. h.V.Meth. Med. Kulm 10:835.
Athenaeus. 1:32b.
Pliny. NH. 14:74.
Atlienaeus. l:32e, 33b.
J-Y. Empereur and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Oriental.” 
in Amphore.s Romains et Histoire Économique: Dix Ans de Recherche. Rome: École Française de 
Rome, 1989. 223-48.227.
Atlienaeus. 1:32e, 33b.
Pliny, m  14:75. Strabo. 14:1:15.
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causes easy relaxing of the bowels; but when drunk too copiously it weakens the stomach.” 
Cnidian vinegar was considered the finest available.'^'*
Cnidus manufactured distinct amphorae for shipping its wine around the 
Mediterranean.*^^ Cnidian amphorae were made of red clay with a cream slip covering and 
marked by a ring around the toe (Plate 4).'^ *^  This form is linked to Cnidus by depictions on 
Cnidian coins and amphora stamps.’^ ’ The names of magistrates on these stamps are used to 
date Cnidian amphorae and show slight modifications in the design in response to political 
and economic influences of various outside forces (e.g. Rhodes and Rome). Often the stamps 
read KNIAion {Cn\û\din (wine)) and depict a bukranion.'^**
A number of sites near Cnidus show evidence of amphora production (below under 
Rhodes). Two workshops have been found on the Datça Peninsula: on the northern shore at 
Körmen Limanı and just inland at Reşadiye. The sites produced Dressel 4 amphorae, a 
form usually associated with wine production, in the early Roman Empire.
Cos
Wine was the chief product of Cos, and Coan wine was considered among the best.^ **’ 
Coan wine was highly treated with seawater, and therefore benefited from being mixed with
193 Atlienaeus. l:32e.
Atlienaeus. 2;67c.
Tliese vessies were probably also used to sliip Cnidiaii vinegar.
V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade.
B.V. Head. Catalogue o f the Greek Coins o f  Caria, Cos, Rhodes ct c. London: British Mnsenm. 1897. 92:55. 
84f, 97, on Cnidian coins depicting bunches o f grapes.
V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade.
A. Desbat, E. Doğer, J-Y. Empereur, and N. Tuna. “Rapport sur la Première Campagne de la Fouille Franco- 
Turque de Reşadiye.” 1 (1991). 38-49.
I.K. Wliitbread. Greek Tran.sport Amphorae. 6 8 -6 9 .1.C. Love. ‘A Brief Summary o f Excavations at Kiüdos 
1967-1973.” in The Proceedings o f the International Congre.ss on Cla.ssical Archaeology. Ankara: TKK. 
1978. 1110-1133. J-Y. Emperem and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en 
Méditeranée Orientale.” 227.
201 Strabo. 14:1:15,2:19.
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filtered and settled hard water.^^  ^ Pliny recorded that the practice arose after a slave so diluted
his master’s wine.^^  ^ ‘White Coan’ was a mixture of Coan wine, seawater, and white must 204
Coan was used in medicinal diets to cleanse the digestive tract and was included in gourmet 
recipes.^ *^  ^ Coan wine was reported at a festival at De l os . Demos t henes  reported Coan 
wine shipped to the Crimea, and a cargo of eighty jars of sour Coan wine lost in a wreck at
0^0 207sea.
Coan amphorae were made from pale greenish fabric with characteristic double-barrel 
handles, which in the late Hellenistic period were sometimes 'horned' like Rhodian amphorae 
(Plate After 166 BC Coan amphorae were manufactured to conform to Athenian
standard v o l u m e s . C o a n  wine amphorae were stamped, infrequently, with KO (Coan 
(wine)).^*° A site at Kardamena on the south shore has evidence possibly of amphorae 
product ion.Amphorae manufactured on Cos in the early years of the Roman Empire are of 
Dressel 4 type; these were also produced at four mainland sites nearby (Cnidus, Myndus, 
Theangela, and Physcus).^*^
The popularity of the Coan style of wine led to foreign imitations of both the wine and 
the container.^'^ Cato provided a recipe for ‘Coan wine’ in his agricultural treatise that
202
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N.K. Rauli. "Rliodes, Rome, and the Eastern Mediterranean Wine Trade, 166-88 BC." 12.
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involved soaking partially dried grapes in carefully prepared seawater before pressing 214
Pliny highlighted the importance of ageing imitation Coan wine four years. ' In the late 
Republic and early Empire Roman potters produced Dressel 2-4 amphorae which imitated 
Coan amphorae. These were possibly for locally produced imitation Coan wine.^'^
Aegean Zone: Conclusions
The fertile conditions of the Aegean Zone supported viticulture in specific, but 
agriculture in general. Development was early and extensive. Some of the leading 
intellectual, artisitic, and commercial centers of the classical period were in the Aegean Zone. 
These cities created a large demand for wine. The climatic and topographic situation ideal for 
viticulture and the location of the Aegean Zone in the center of the Hellenistic world of the 
eastern Mediterranean combined to great effect. Viticulture became a major economic 
activity, with wine exports supporting food imports in a number of localities. In the 
Hellenistic period, as the wine industry continued to grow, reputations were formed or 
expanded; Lesbian, Chian, and Cnidian wine was widely considered among the best available; 
Smyrna was highly productive; wine from the south frequently had salt water added. 
Archaeological evidence of locally produced amphora finds demonstrates the extensive reach 
of this wine.
In the Roman period production continued on the islands and coastal sites renowned 
from the Hellenistic period, and in the Tmolus and Messogis Mountains. These types of wine 
were also widely known and widely exported, especially in the Late Roman Empire. 
Vineyards in these regions produced caroemm Maeonum or ‘cooked must,’ a heavily salted
Cato. Agr. 105, 112, a recipe by Cato for “Greek wine” produced a wine which, when seasoned “two years in 
tlie sun [was] not inferior to tlie Coan.”
215 Pliny. NH. 14:79.
J.Y. Empereur and M. Picon. "Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.’ 
224-232. V. Grace. Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade.
Many o f these sites liad been producing wine centiu"ies before the classical period.
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wine, and good quality drinking wine. Aegean Zone wine from Lesbos, Clazomenae, 
Ephesus, Myndus, Halicarnassus, and Cos was reputed to receive admixtures of salt water.^’* 
Such additions may have killed the bacteria that turned wine into vinegar, preserving the 
product. While some authors complained that the salt caused headaches and modified 
digestive functions, the Romans took to this “Coan” type wine, writing recipes to mimic it and 
‘pseudo-Coan’ Dressel 2-4 amphora were widely produced in the 1st century BC and 1st
219
century  AC.
The Mediterranean Zone
The Mediterranean Zone follows the coastal plains and mountain range along the 
southern coast of Asia Minor, including the classical regions of Rhodes, Lycia, Pisidia, 
Pamphylia, and Cilicia. With the exception of the summertime humidity, the climate and 
precipitation are favorable to viticulture. The dearth of fertile soil, however, restricts 
agriculture to the coastal plane, river valleys, and the gentler slopes of the Taurus range.
Rhodes
Wine from Rhodes was not considered high quality. The most positive reference to it, 
as ‘sound and pleasant,’ from Aristotle, was intended only as a compliment of a disciple from 
Rhodes . Gener a l l y  the wine was considered second-rate. Rhodian was “welcome to the 
gods and the banquet's second course,” according to V i r g i l . I t  was also “naturally well 
adapted for drinking bouts and not unsuitable for daily use.”^^  ^ Pliny states the wine was
Pliny. NH. 14:73-5, on Clazoinenae. Lesbos, and Ephesus. Athenaens. l:32e, 33b, on Myndns, Halicaniassns. 
and Cos. Although all o f these references are from the Roman period, the wording of Pliny. NH. 14.73 
suggests that saltwater was added to wine for some time.
Cato. Agr. 105.
Aulus Gellius. A!/l. 13;5;7.
Virgil. G  2:88-104.
Atlienaeus. l:32e.
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similar to the Coan, but Athenaeus wrote that less salt water was added to Rhodian than to 
Coan and Myndean wine. This reduction in salt did not improve the poor medicinal 
qualities. ' One particular Rhodian wine was ‘doctored’ to resemble must. The raisins of 
RJiodes, however, were highly regarded.
During the Hellenistic Period and into the early Roman period, Rhodes exported vast 
quantities of wine in locally manufactured amphorae.^^*’ Over twenty amphora production 
workshops have been found. Manuf ac t ur i ng  centers were typically on the coast at the 
outlets of small plains, with easy access to grape production and shipping.^^* Traditional 
Hellenistic Rhodian amphorae have a creamy surface, peg tip, simple rim, and horned handles 
(Plate 4).^ ^^  Rhodes produced a similar form under Imperial Roman influence (Plate 4). The 
island also manufactured Dressel 4 “pseudo-Coan” amphorae in the early Empire, and Roman 
LRl amphorae in the late Empire.
Cedreae and Tymnus on the mainland produced a mp h o r a e . T h e  workshop at Tymnus 
(Hisaronii) produced amphorae from the 3rd century BC to the 2nd century AC, including 
Dressel 4 and Roman Rhodian amphorae in the early Roman Empire. Cedreae also produced 
Roman Rhodian amphorae. Physcus manufactured LRl amphorae in the late Roman
Empire 232
223 Pliny. NH. 14:79. Athenaeus. l:32e.
Athenaeiis. 1:3le.
Atlienaeiis. l:27f.
Rliodes also exported raisins, and evidence o f grape pips in classical ampohorae suggests that raisins or other 
un-pitted grape products
J-Y. Empereur and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.’" 
223-248. 226-7, 233.
l.K. Wliitbread. Greek Transport Amphorae. 54.
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Lycia
The classical region of Lycia has sections of very fertile coastal plain. Pliny reported 
that some Lycian wine restricted bowel f u n c t i o n s . T h e  countryside surrounding Myra has 
yielded classical press-stones used for either viniculture or oléiculture. These come from the 
late Roman village of Karkabo (Alakilisi) in a fertile valley ten kilometers to the north of 
Myra, the countryside around ancient Cyanea to the west, and the modern villages of Ke§lik 
and Turunçova to the east.^ '^* There are classical references to both oléiculture and viniculture 
in the region. Wine-production was a key part of the local economy in the Late Empire. The 
Life o f Si. Nicholas o f Sion details that when a plague hit Myra in the A l) 540s (Nicholas died 
AD 564), the villagers of the surrounding countryside, “Brought down into the city neither 
grain, nor flour, nor wine, nor wood, nor anything else needed for sustenance, and there was 
hardship and exceedingly great affliction over the p r o v i s i o n s . M y r a  served both as a 
market for the local products and as a export center through its port, Andriace.^^^ A 6th 
century AC passage by Corippus mentions the Byzantine Emperor Justin II (AD 565-578)
237serving wine from Myra. '
In the Late Empire Myra imported wine from the surrounding countryside and villages 
for local consumption and for export, including to the Imperial table of Justin II in 
Constantinople. Lycia produced both medicinal and imperial-quality wine. Production took 
place in the countryside for both local and overseas markets.
Pliny, yw . 14:117.
C. Foss. “Tlie Lycian Coast in the Byzantine Age” in Cities, Fortresses and Villages o f Asia Minor. Collected 
Studies Series. Aldershot: Varionun, 1996.11:20,29. 39.
1. Sevcenko and N. Sevcenko. The Life o f St. Nicholas o f Sion. Brookline: Hellenic College, 1984. ch. 52.
C. Foss. “Tlte Lycian Coast in tlie Byzantine Age” 11:23-37.
Corippus. In Laudem lustini AugustiMinori,;. 111:84-103. G. Wissowa and W. Kroll, eds. Paulys 
Realencyclopddie der Cla.ssischen Altertumswissenschaft. Stuttgart: Alfred Druckennhiller. 1910. The
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Pisidia and Pamphylia
Archaeological surveys of Pisidia have located five sites with press-remains but little 
other evidence of wine or oil production. The press evidence comes from Memerlik and 
Koriistan near Sagalassos, Adada, Cremna, and Osia. In the territoiy of Sagalassos, the 
terraced hillside site of Koriistan and the valley site of Memerlik yielded large stone counter­
weights.^^^ A survey of Osia reported stone counterweights and press-beds. The survey of 
Cremna in Pisidia lists press equipment beside a house.^ '*® Mitchell has identified but not 
published a large circular press at Adada, which he has called a winepress.^""
None of the archaeological finds of presses from Pisidia has the other equipment 
specific to either grape or olive pressing. The distribution of modern (pre-1950) olive 
cultivation in Turkey shows a negligible amount in the region of Pisidia, while neglected olive 
trees at Zeve Mevkii in the region of Sagalassos document recent o l é i c u l t u r e . Two 
classical passages document both activities. Strabo stated that Selge was “so very fertile that 
it is planted with the olive in many places, and with fine vineyards,” and that Amblada 
exported medicinal wine.^ "*^  The archaeological reports from Sagalassos and Osia conclude 
that their stones pertain to oléiculture, the report from Cremna offers both oléiculture and 
viniculture as possibilities; and that of Adada has been claimed to indicate viniculture. The 
available evidence, however, is inconclusive on the ancient usage of the press stones in 
Pisidia.
Cilicia
passage lists wine from a city in Lycia called ‘Meroe.’ Tliis was possibly a derivation of the name 'Myra. 
No Lycian city has a name more similar to Meroe than Myra.
M. Waelkens and J. Poblome, eds. Sagalassos IV. 44-6.
S. Mitchell. Anatolian Archaeology 2 (1996) 19-21. 20.
S. Mitchell. Cremna in Pisidia. Swansea; Classical Press of Wales, 1995. 172.
Jean Oztiirk, pers. comm. 9.3.2000
M. Waelkens and J. Poblome. eds. Sagalassos IV. 60-1. 44-6.
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Two major classes of amphora were produced in Cilicia in the classical period. 
Manufacturing centers have been identified through evidence of kilns and sherd 
concentrations. Locations of Cilician amphora finds around the classical world yield clues to 
the contents exported from the region in these containers. Classical references to viticulture 
in the region and a few artistic depictions of grape motifs reinforce this conclusion. The 
geographical extent and volume of the amphora manufacture and export suggests a high level 
of wine production in classical times.
Cilicia was known to produce and export wine. "^'* Athenaeus wrote of the laxative 
qualities of a Cilician wine called "abates,' which Galen also me n t i one d . P l i ny  ranked 
Cilician raisin wine {vin santo) second only to that of Crete.^ "*^  Another Cilician wine was 
flavored with hyssop (capers).^''’ Old wine was exported from Coracesium.^"**
Western Rough Cilicia has produced archaeological evidence that, taken alone, does not 
prove wine production, but when seen together in the context of the literary evidence and 
archaelogical evidence from eastern Cilicia suggests wine production in the region for local 
consumption and e x p o r t . T h e  Rough Cilicia Archaeological Survey Project has identified 
press-stones and terracing at Selinus and lotape. '^^  ^ Kiln sites have been found along the coast 
at Syedra, Biçkici Çay, Antiochia ad Cragum, and Delice Çay. While these sites have not 
been excavated, the initial evidence suggests the workshop at Syedra produced Pamphylian 
amphorae (1st century BC 3rd century AC), possibly for the export of "scyhelHes,' a wine
Strabo. 12:7:2, 3.
Dioscorides. Materia Medica. 5:40:1. Expositio TotiusMundi et Genturn. 39. Galen. De San. Tuend. 5:5:15; 
De Viet. Att. 99; In Hippoc. de Viet. Aeut. 3:8
Atlienaeus. 1:33b. Galen. De Viet. Att. 99; In Hippoe. De Viet. Aeut 3:8.
Pliny. AW. 14:81.
Pliny. NH. 14:109. D'loscondes. Materia Mediea. 5:40:1
P. Mieh. Zen. 1.22. in N.K. Ranli. "Amphora Production in Western Rough Cilicia.” JRA forthcoming.
N.K. Rauli. "Amphora Production in Western Rough Cilicia.”
Pers. comm. N.K. Rauli and J.DeBlock. 6.2000. The evidence could pertain to either olieculture or wine
making.
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from Pamphylia mentioned by Galen.^^‘ Biçkici Çay produced Dressel 2-4 and Zemer 41 ( 1st 
-  4th century AC), Antiochia ad Cragum produced Zemer 41, and Delice Çay produced Late 
Roman 1 (‘LRl,’ early 5th -  mid 7th century AC).^ ^^  High concentrations of Zemer 41 
amphorae sherds have been found along the coast, suggesting that the product stored in that 
class was consumed locally.
Anemurium, at the southern point of Cilicia, has both kiln and sherd evidence of 
amphora production. A magnetometric study of the site showed the characteristic polarized 
residue from a high-temperature kiln under the pile of debris and amphorae. Wasters were 
found nearby. The site was layered with two types of sherds; Zemer 41, also known as 
Anemurium Type A and Peacock & Williams Class 44, in 2nd -  4th century AC levels, and 
Late Roman 1, also known as Anemurium Type B, in the 5th -  7th century AC levels. Zemer 
41 amphorae are characterized by orange clay, matte yellowish or a thin red wash, cylindrical 
body of near rectangular outline and almost horizontal shoulder, a short neck, small round or 
oval (cross section) handles divided into two distinct rolls, and a phalliform toe (Plate 4).^ '^ ''
In the absence of a decisive modern tradition, as both wine and olive oil are produced in 
abundance in Cilicia, three points link the Zemer 41 with wine. Pliny, Galen, Athenaeus, 
Dioscorides, the Expósito, and a papyrus document wine production in Roman Cilicia. The 
small size of the forms produced suggests a concern for spoilage appropriate to the storage of
specialty wine. Yet as the find spots of these amphorae include areas that had local oil
2 ^  ^production or other set oil-procuration patterns, use in oil export cannot be excluded.
Galen. De Viet A tt 98.
N.K. Rauli. “Amphora Produclion in Western Rough Cilicia.” The identification of tliese sites as amphora 
workshops is debated in the article, especially in regards to Delice Çay.
N. Rauli and J. DeBlock, pers. comm. 5-6.2000.
C. Ammurium: The Roman and Early Byzantine Pottery. Subsidia Mediaevalia 16. Toronto;
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1989. 91-5.
J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 82.
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To the east of these sites with probable Zemer 41 amphora production there is evidence 
of multiple-site production of another Roman amphora type, the Late Roman 1 (LRl) class. 
Produced from the 4th through 7th century AC, it has sloped shoulders, rounded handles, 
concave sides, rounded bottoms, rimmed lips, and comes in two small sizes (Plate 4). Fabric 
studies link production with sites around Rhodes, Cilicia, northern Syria, and Cyprus. 
Empereur and Picon have identified a number of production sites of LRl in these regions, but 
dating and classifying LRl by workshop is difficult due to a high standardization of the
class. 256
In eastern Rough Cilicia, Elaeussa Sebaste has evidence of both pressing and amphora 
manufacture. Press-bases with spouts to channel the liquid were found in the r e g i on . The r e  
was great production of LRl in the city itself with another workshop to the west. The city 
workshop also manufactured a variant of the Dressel 2-4 class with expanded girth. Although 
the name suggests oléiculture, Elaeussa manufactured types of amphora known to be used for 
wine storage and shipment.^^^ The site of Soli has both evidence of a LRl kiln to the east of
2^9the city and a large deposit of LRl amphora sherds to the west marking a possible kiln site. 
The region of Tarsus has evidence of a LRl production center at its port of Cleopatra.^^'’ 
Jones identifies four distinct classes of amphora production at Tarsus from the Hellenistic to 
the Late Roman, the last of which is LRl.^*"’ At Magarsus a workshop produced LRl and
J.Y. Empereur and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.“ 
236-43.
J.T. Bent. “A Jouniey in Cilicia Traclieia.’V//.S'9 (1891) 206-224. 208.
J.Y. Empereur and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.” 
241-2.
J.Y. Empereur and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.” 
241. P. Desideri and A.M. Jasink. Cilicia: Dall'eta di Kizzuwatna alla Conquista Macedone. Torino: 
Université degli Studi di Torino, 1990.
J.Y. Empereiu" and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.” 
241.
F.F. Jones. "Tlie Pottery." in H. Goldman, ed. Exca\>ations at Gözill Ktde, Tarsus, vol. I. The Helleni.stic and 
Roman Period. Princeton. Princeton Univeristy, 1950. 149-209. 207.
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fmewares. Two sites in the neighborhood of ancient Aegae (Yurmurtalik) have workshops 
producing LRl, as well as Dressel 4.^^^
Five pieces of evidence suggest that LRl were used to transport and store wine. First, 
literary evidence documents wine production in Cilicia in the Late Imperial period. 
Second, LRl were produced on Rhodes, long known for its export wine production. Third, 
press bases {ame) from Sebaste and neighboring Olba were found in conjunction with relief 
carvings of g r a p e s . F o u r t h ,  grapes designs on coins from Soli may reflect local 
vi t i cul ture.Fi f th,  the find spots of LRl amphorae range from England to the Black Sea, 
and LRl are high percentages of the Late Imperial evidence from Rome, Carthage and 
Caesarea: the distribution and distance involved suggesting that an important specialty 
commodity was carried in these vessels, for other sources supplied oil to these sites with 
greater efficiency and at lower cost than Cilicia could have offered. Combined, the evidence 
suggests strongly that LRl were wine carrying amphorae, and sites of LRl amphora 
production were sites of wine production in the classical period.
There is ample evidence from Cilicia of wine production, most of which comes from 
amphora manufacture. Amphora production occurred at Anemurium, Elaeussa Sebaste, Soli, 
Tarsus, Magarsus, and Aegae, and possibly at Syedra, Biçkici Çay, Antiochia ad Cragum, and 
Delice Çay. The quantity and range of exports suggests that these amphorae held the wine 
refered to in the classical sources. Athenaeus and Galen mentioned abates wine, and Pliny 
mentioned the popular Cilician raisin wine and a caper-flavored wine.
Mediterranean Zone: Conclusions
J.Y. Empereur and M. Picon. “Les Régions de Production d’Amphores Impériales en Méditeranée Orientale.’ 
237.
See above for more evidence on each of these points.
J.T. Bent. “A Journey in Cilicia Tracheia.” 208.
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The Mediterranean Zone was suited for wine production, with long summers, 
precipitation, and fertile soils. Rhodes was famous for its bulk wine for centuries, and during 
its Hellenistic heyday Rhodian wine and amphora styles dominated the adjacent mainland. 
Lycia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia produced a variety of wine for local consumption and export. 
The number of workshop sites and the quantity of amphora finds suggests that the area around 
Rhodes and the eastern reaches of Cilicia were major exporters of bulk commodities. At least 
for Rhodes, the chief of these was wine, but the region also produced olive oil. In some areas, 
particularly Pisidia, the evidence is not securely linked with either viniculture or oléiculture. 
The likelihood is that both activities took place in the same areas, and perhaps even used the 
same equipment.
The Plateau Zone
The climatic and soil conditions of the Plateau Zone were less favorable for viticulture 
than the conditions of the other zones. Distance and topography made importing and 
exporting wine difficult. Literary comments document wine production in classical regions of 
Galatia in the north, Phrygia in the west, and Cappadocia in the east. Archaeological 
evidence of viticulture comes from many sites in the Zone and is strong evidence of local 
wine production for local consumption.
Galatia
The region of Galatia was known for a type of must, scybelites, according to Pliny.
The Life o f Si. Theodore ofSykeon documents viticulture and viniculture in the Siberis Valley 
near the Sangarius River in the 6th and 7th centuries AC. Theodore’s miraculous intercessions
26.“; p jmj a .M. Jasink. Cilicia: Dal/'eta di Kizzuwatna alia Conquista Macedone.. pi. 9. a silver coin
dated between 450 and 386 BC, depicts a man with a shield and EOAEQN (o f the people o f Soli) on the 
obverse and bunch o f grapes on the reverse.
Pliny. NH. 11;80. Tliis wine was also considered from Pamphylia. See below in text.
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saved the grapes of Reake, Apoukeme, and Haloi from hail, those at Trikomia of Bouna, Peia, 
and Hynia from beetles, and the grapes of Mazamia, Sandos, and Permetaia from locusts.
In return, the villages supported Theodore’s monastery at Sykeon with of gifts of wine and 
v i n e y a r d s . T h e i r  monastery had a wine cellar, allowing Theodore to offer Emperor 
Heraclius wine from choice vintages when he passed through in Al) 613.^^’ The monks, 
however, usually drank water, and not wine, with their meals.
During the Roman Empire wine from the area of Kalecik (Malos) northeast of Ancyra 
featured in the martyrdom of St. Theodotus of Ancyra. Theodotus was a Montantist priest 
killed under the Christian persecutions of Maximianus Daia, AD 3 1 1 - 3 1 3 .  A fellow priest got 
the guards watching St. Theodotus’s body drunk on aged wine from Malos and thus recovered 
his body. The priest sent the martyr’s body back to Malos on the donkey-cart used to bring 
the wine to Ancyra.^^* At a slightly later date, a letter from Gregory, Bishop of Nyssa (c. AD 
330-395) mentions estate vineyards and their wine along the Halys River (Kızıl İrmak) 
running through Galatia into Pontus.^^^
Carved classical representations of viticultural tools are most common in Galatia and 
Phrygia (Map 8). The funerary monuments from these regions provide much information on 
the local economy. Such carved gravestones were popular due to the availability of small 
pieces of stone left over from local quarrying activities.^ '^  ^ Depiction of tools specific to the 
trade shows who engaged in viticulture, butchering, shoemaking, and smithy. l \ \ t  falx, falx
Life o f St. Theodore. 52:2-7; 144:1-6; 150:1-11; 36:1-6; 115:44-50; 118:21. S,.U\ic\\eW. Anatolia: Land, 
Men, and Gods in Asia Minor, vol. II. 122-50, uses the version of the Life of St. Theodore by A.J. Festiigière 
(¿<7 Vie de Théodore de Skyéon, 1970).
Life o f S t Theodore. 52:13-16. 144 
Life o f St Theodore. 160:14, 166:10.
Life o f S t Theodore. 47:4-5.
S. Mitchell. “The Life o f Saint Theodotiis o f кйсуій'' AnatSt 32 (1982) 93-113. 93-113. Mitchell uses the 
1901 version of tlie Life compiled by Ріо Franclii de’ Cavalieri.
R. Stupperich. “Galatische Villa im 20 Brief Gregors von Nyssa.” Forschungen in Galatien. Asia Minor 
Studien 12. Bonn: Rudolph Habelt, 1994. 157-169. 162. D.H. Fanner. The Oxford Dictionaruy o f Saints. 
Oxford: Oxford University, 1987. 194.
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vinitoria, and facula vineatica show grape tending and local winemaking. Waelkens 
concludes that depictions of grapes, grape vines, and craters on funerary monument represent 
local viticulture when they are found in the context of depictions of viticultural implements. 
The viticultural significance of deities with grape motifs is likewise derived from the range of 
viticulture known from depictions of viticultural tools.
Within Galatia, funerary monument evidence of wine production comes from the area 
around Mihalıççık at Yukari Dudaş, Karageyikli, Guce, and Doğanoğlu. Carved images and 
burnt grape pips in a Byzantine pithos show viticulture at Ballihisar (Pessinus). To the 
southeast near the Tuz Gölü, Kerpiç, Kozan (Dyra), Kütükuşağı (Clinta), Insuyu, and 
Çeşmelisbeil (Gdanmae) have images oi falx, falx vinitoria, ?Lnâ facula vineatica^^^
Phrygia
Phrygia was extensively planted with vines but its wine was not highly regarded in the 
literary sources.^^^ Dionysius Periegetes called Phrygian wine ‘lower than passable.’^^  ^ The 
region was known for ‘wine’ made from fermented honey and water (mead).^^* In the 
highlands between western Phrygia and Lydia this alcoholic product was flavored with 
flowers.
Most of the evidence for wine production comes from carved representations of 
viticultural tools from Phrygia. Evidence from the region around Eskişehir (ancient
T. Drew-Bear, C.M. Thomas, and M. Yildiztiiran. Phrygian Votive Steles. Ankara: Museum of Anatolian 
Civilizations, 1999. 40-3.
M. Waelkens. “Plirygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 281.
M. Waelkens. “Plirygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 280. M. Waelkens. Die Kleinasiatischen Türstein. S. Mitchell. Anatolia: Land, Men and Gods in 
Asia Minor, vol. 1. 147, on the fiuierary images. J. Devreker. “Excavations at Pessinus.” in E. Schwertheim. 
ed. Forschungen in Galatien. Asia Minor Studien 12. Bonn: Rudolph Habelt, 1994. 105-130. 108, on the 
grape pips at Pessinus. 
y m o . Rust. 1:2:7.
Dionysius Periegetes. Orb. De.scr. 813, inöparoç translated by J. Morin, 26.5.2000.
Pliny. M /. 14:113.
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Dorylaeum) comes from the Boz Mountains, Mutalip, Şarhüyük, Karahüyük (Midaeum), 
Avdan, and Kuyucak (Serea). Evidence from the area around Uşak comes from Kütahya, 
Çömlekçi, Aykirikçi, Oturak, Banaz, Uşak (Temenothrae), Çarikköy (Traianopolis), Kayli, 
Ahat (Akmonia), Payamalanı, and Sivash (Sebaste). The upper Sakarya Valley around 
Ümraniye has carved images from Bağlıca (Petara), Gölüşlü, Başören, and Aşaga Pirabeyli 
(Pissia). Wine was also produced at Karamikkaracaören (Holmoi) in south-central Phrygia, 
and in ancient Laodicea Catacecaumene at Ladik (Laodicea), Sarayönü, Kadınhanı, Meidanli, 
Eldeş, Kinderas (Kindryia), Dağdere, and Nevinne.^^“
Cappadocia
There is one piece of evidence of wine production in classical Cappadocia. Strabo 
wrote that Melitene was the only area of Cappadocia cultivated with vines. The city produced 
'monarite' wine that rivaled quality Aegean wine.^^'
Plateau Zone: Conclusions
The evidence of wine production in the Plateau Zone suggests local production for local 
consumption. The few references from authors who did not know the region (Pliny and 
Athenaeus) discuss wine produced on the border regions with other zones. Pliny’s comment 
on Galatian ’scyhelites' came at a time when Pamphylia was incorporated in Galatia; Galen’s 
mention of 'scybelites' came from a period when the two were in separate provinces; which 
suggests that the wine may be from Pamphylia alone.^*  ^ Pliny and Athenaeus wrote of honey 
and water ‘wine’ sometimes flavored with flowers from the highlands on the border of
Atlienaeus. l:38e
M. Waelkens. “Pluygiaii Votive and Tombstones as Sources of tlie Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 280. M. Waelkens. Die Kleinasiatischen TOrstein. S. Mitchell. Anatolia: Land, Aden and Gods in 
Asia Adinor. \ol. 1. 147.
Strabo. 12:2:1.
Galen. De Viet. Att. 98. Pliny. NH. 14:80.
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Phrygia and Lydia. Authors with no direct contact with the Plateau Zone knew only of that 
wine that could have been transported down the rivers to coastal population centers.
The detailed evidence of wine production in the zone comes from local sources, 
including Strabo, Gregory of Nyssa, and the lives of Sts. Theodotus and Theodore. These 
cover the nature of viticulture in the region, showing that it was practiced in villages and 
estates, and that wine was aged and transported. The wine from Malos and Siberis was 
apparently quite good, the former was aged and potent, the latter was fit for the emperor.
By far the majority of sites of wine production in the Plateau Zone are known only 
through depictions on funerary monuments. The study of carved funerary images needs 
caution, as many of the arguments are circular. Only those images that represent a familiarity 
with tools specific to viticulture, namely the falx vinitoria and facula vineatica should be 
utilized. As the falx vinitoria has often been confused with the normal ^r/x, whose other uses 
on the high Anatolian plateau were limited, the_^/x is also assumed to represent viticulture, 
but this need not be the case. That said, these depictions suggest that wine production was 
widespread in Roman times in the western half of the Plateau Zone, particularly around the 
ancient regions of Dorylaeum, Praedia Considiana, Akmonia, Petara, Laodicea 
Catacecaumene, and Lacus Tatta.
The dearth of archaeological evidence of vinicultural equipment or of the production 
and distribution of amphorae suggests that wine production was small scale and for local 
consumption. Knowledge of some of the plagues to viticulture (drought, hail, and insects) 
comes from the Life o f St. Theodore qfSkyeon. The lack of rain was not favorable for large 
harvests, but the summer dry period aided the production of heartier wine with more tannins 
and alcohol (from higher hrix grapes) and longer aging potential.
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PART m  
CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 4
The Sites of Wine Production in Classical Asia Minor
The evidence from classical Asia Minor suggests wine production at a number of sites. 
The known weaknesses of the literary and archaeological resources, however, leave open the 
likelihood of many more sites and much longer durations of viticulture and viniculture. The 
literary record is compromised by the loss of most ancient writings and the concentration of 
classical authors on wine of some notable characteristic, as Pliny explained; “We shall not 
mention all of them, but the most famous, inasmuch as there are as many types of wine as 
there are districts, so that it would be enough to have pointed out the most celebrated kinds of 
wine or the ones remarkable for some special property.” *^^  Discard, deposition, destruction, 
and sampling constrict the archaeological record of evidence of most equipment used in wine 
production. More intensive archaeological research may, in the iliture, yield evidence of 
wine-related tools and equipment, as well as more evidence of amphorae linked with wine 
storage and transportation.
Sites and regions without evidence but with the potential, if not likelihood, of wine 
production, can be discerned from four criteria. Climate and geological data show where 
grapes can grow in Asia Minor. The extent of modern viticulture shows where grapes are 
successfully grown in the same region in a modern market economy. Sites of modern 
viniculture demonstrate which areas successfully produce wine for contemporary tastes. The
283 Pliny. NH. 14:20.
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study of demand for wine in ancient times may suggest where it was produced, given the 
restrictions of ancient logistics and economic factors.
The Climatic and Geological Potential
The study of the climate and topography shows where grapes may have been grown in 
classical Asia Minor. The assumption that climatic conditions were similar and that soil types 
have not changed allows the link between modern conditions and ancient possibilities.
Climatic and geological data show the potential for grape production (Maps 1-4). In the 
Aegean Zone the volume and cycle of precipitation and the deposited fertile reddish-brown, 
reddish-chestnut, and terra rossa soils provide good conditions for viticulture. Likewise the 
coastal plains and river valleys of the Pontic and Mediterranean Zones have good soils and 
ample rain for viticulture. The summer rains and cooler temperatures of the Pontic Zone yield 
smaller grapes with lower hrix, while the summer heat and lack of precipitation along the 
Mediterranean coast yield smaller grapes with higher hrix. The poor soils, low precipitation, 
and frequent droughts across most of the Plateau Zone, on the other hand, are not favorable to 
viticulture, although ancient and modern evidence attests its practice.
Most of the regions which modern climate and geological studies show are favorable for 
viticulture have some classical evidence of wine production. Some of the evidence is regional 
(e.g. Bithynia, Mysia, Lycia) and sometimes site specific. As expected from these climatic 
and soil conditions, ancient sources indicate that the greatest concentration of viticulture was 
in the Aegean Zone, particularly along the coastal plains and river valleys. There was some 
wine production in the Pontic Zone along the coast and in the Murat Irmak river valley, while 
viticulture and viniculture in the Mediterranean Zone was likewise mostly coastal with two 
inland exceptions (Selge and Amblada). In the Plateau Zone wine was produced in fertile
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volcanic regions but also throughout the western half of the zone, despite infertile soil and 
precipitation cycles and levels inconducive to viticulture.
The Potential as seen in Modern Viticulture
The study of modern viticulture shows where all grapes are grown in Turkey. Wine can 
be made from the juice of any grapes, but only two percent of Turkey’s grape production goes 
to winemaking. The range of pre-mechanized (pre-1950) viticulture shows with great detail 
where grapes are profitably grown in a market economy without the aid of mechanical 
irrigation or fertilization (Map 5). Growing conditions are essentially the same between 
modern pre-mechanized and classical viticulture.
Most sites of pre-mechanized modern viticulture also have evidence of classical 
production, showing the similarity of the climatic and geological factors. Given these 
similarities, all sites with evidence of pre-mechanized viticulture may have had classical 
production, although they may not exhibit incontrovertible evidence for it. Such areas with 
pre-mechanized modern evidence but without classical evidence include the upper Gediz 
(Hermus) and tributary Alaşehir (Cogamis) Valleys where the evidence of classical wine 
production stretches from the coast to the Boz (Tmolus) and Aydın (Messogis) Mountains, 
while modern production continues further east. Similarly, the upper reaches of the Büyük 
Menderes (Maeander) and tributary Ak Çayı (Harpasus) Valleys are cultivated in modern 
times but have little evidence, other than at Aphrodisias, of classical cultivation. Modern 
viticulture around Konya in the southern Plateau Zone is widespread, while classical 
production is documented only at Amblada. Cappadocia is the inland center of modern 
viticulture in contrast with Strabo’s statement that Melitene (Malatya) was the only 
viticultural site in the region. Modern production in this region is aided by irrigation with 
new production along the fertile volcanic region between Niğde and Kayseri.
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The other substantial difference in the range is that there is little modern cultivation 
along the coasts, except between Bergama (Pergamum) and Kuşadası (by Samos) on the 
Aegean. There is little modern viticulture in the southern Aegean Zone around the classical 
wine production centers of Cnidus and Cos. Where classical production occurred along the 
Marmaris and eastern Mediterranean coasts, modern viticulture lies inland.
The differences in range between classical and modern viticulture may be related to a 
number of factors. While the Romans developed inland Asia Minor, the predominant cities of 
the classical period remained the coastal colonies of the Greeks. With the preponderance of 
export-related evidence of classical wine making, known wine production sites of the period 
are mostly those with easy access to sea transport (modern overland transportation logistics 
allow for more inland production). Wine from surrounding inland territories may have been 
branded with the name of the city from which it was shipped, limiting the evidence of inland 
production in classical times. With the specialization of the modern economy, the coastal 
regions are utilized to cultivate crops that benefit from those conditions; tobacco (Aegean), 
olives (Aegean and Mediterranean), citrus (Mediterranean), and cotton (eastern 
Mediterranean).^*'* Modern logistics provide vintners more flexibility to choose vineyards 
with ideal terroir (the conditions of soil, climate, slopes, and exposure). Columella 
acknowledged this importance: “Moreover, in nearly every type of place champagne [gently 
sloping] slopes produce the larger quantity of wine, but hill lands the better flavored; and in a 
temperate climate hills that slope to the north are more productive, while those with a 
southern exposure yield a superior q u a l i t y . W h i l e  the changes in distribution of 
population and logistics have allowed greater inland viticulture in modern times, it is likely 
that there was more inland production in the past than the evidence suggests, in the classical 
period as it is colored by the importance of the coast for transportation and market.
284 S. Erinç and N. Tunçdilek. “The Agricultural Regions of Turkey .” 182.
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Modern Wine Production
Not all of the grapes cultivated in the classical period were used to make wine or wine 
products. Columella mentioned Rhodian among the varietals best for e a t i n g . H i g h  quality 
raisins were made in Rhodes, yellow ones in Cilicia, and multiple varietals in the province of 
Asia.^ ^^
The selection of grape varietal and terroir affects the wine produced. Modern wine 
production sites (Map 6) reflect the current priorities in viniculture. With transportation not a 
major issue, wine is produced in regions where specific varietals flourish, with good terroir, 
or with high yields. Some of these sites correspond with classical wine production: 
Çanakkale (Lampsacus), Sarafm (Parium and Priapus), Bilecik (the sites on the middle 
Sakarya River), Çeşme (Erythrae), Izmir (Smyrna), Boz Dağlar (Tmolus Mountains), Aydın 
Dağlan (Messogis Mountains), Denizli (Aphrodisias), Antalya (Pamphylia), and Ankara 
(Ancyra). The other sites of modern wine production are across the Plateau Zone in regions 
with good volcanic or mountain soils but prevailing dry conditions superceded only by
988modern mechanical irrigation.
The Demand for Wine
The demands for wine in classical Asia Minor suggest that the archaeological and 
literary evidence is incomplete. Wine consumption was a fundamental part of classical 
civilization, across social classes, professions, and environments. A selection of wine was 
common both among the wealthy and the poor. Caesar served Falernian, Chian, Lesbian, and 
Mamertine at a triumph in Rome in 46 BC, and guests at a marriage in Cana, Palestine in AD
285
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Columella. Rust 3:2:6 
Columella. Rust. 3:2:1.
Atlienaeus. l:27f. Galen. DeAlirn. Fac. 2:10:2-3.
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30 expected to drink base wine after the choice wine was f i n i s h e d . Wi n e  was a quotidian 
consumption among civilians and a right of Hellenistic and Roman soldiers alike, who 
received a ration as part of their salary. The boundaries of classical civilization were 
considered the boundaries of wine consumption.
Consumption in the city of Rome during the Early Empire is estimated to be 146/ per 
capita per annum, but rates were not equal across the classical wor l d . Consumpt i on was 
restricted among Jews to much lower rates (Chapter 2) while certain early Christian sects, 
including the Encratites, Saccophoir, Hydroparastatae, and Novatians, abstained from wine 
altogether.
It is impossible to gauge the volume of wine production in classical Asia Minor. Only a 
few literary references detail quantities of wine: 80 amphorae of sour Coan wine lost in a 
wreck, 1,500 amphorae donated by Sinope to the army of Cyrus, 10,000 amphorae sent from 
Rhodes to Sinope, 10,000 amphorae of wine from Asia bequeathed by Hortensius, and 
100,000 amphorae of Chian wine distributed by Lucius Lucullus.^^^ The dearth of 
archaeological evidence of vinicultural equipment prevents any estimation of production 
capacity. While amphora stamps and sherds can be connected to certain origins, the 
quantities of these finds do not reveal the quantity of wine shipped in those classes of 
containers, much less the quantity of wine produced at any site in the classical period.
R. Gomy. "Viticulture and Ancient Anatolia.” 140-5.
Pliny. NH .14:97. Jolui 2; 1-22.
Y. Garlan. "Le Vin dans I’Antiquite.” Ka\>aklidere Newsletter. N.G.L. Hammond and H.H. Scullard, eds. The 
Oxford Classical Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon. 1970. 1139.
W.V. Harris. "Between Archaic and Modem: Problems in Roman Economic History." 12. J.T. Peña. The 
Urban Economy during the Early Dominate. 11. S. Ergenekon. Şarapla Tanişma. 1 1 -l 10. The consumption 
in Imperial Rome is more tlian double the modem French consiuiiption, the liighest national average at 64.5/ 
per capita per annum. Tliis meant some 150 million liters of wine per annum for the city o f Rome. R. 
Duncan-Jones. The Economy o f the Roman Empire. Cambridge: Cambridge University. 1982. 364-5, 
calculates tlie price o f wine in Rome during tlie Empire at HS 1.27-1.84 per sextarius. He lists prices of wine 
at Pompeii and Herculaneum at HS 12, 24, and 48 (Pompeii) and HS 24, 36,48, and 54 (Herculaneum). With 
one amphora equal to 48 sextarii, the prices of the Campanian wines were HS 'A, '/2, and 1 per sextarius 
(Pompeii), and '/2, %, I, and 1.125 per sextarius (Herculaneum), significantly less than the prices in Rome.
Z. Safrai. The Economy o f Roman Palestine. 126-136. 264, 309. S. Mitchell. Anatolia: Lands, Men and Gods 
in Asia Minor, vol. 2, 102-3.
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The practice of carving economic devices on funerary monuments was more popular in 
certain areas of Phrygia and Galatia than other regions. Thus, only because of a regional 
tradition facilitated by the availability of good carving stone is there evidence of widespread 
wine production where there is no archaeological evidence and the little literary evidence 
suggests the production of poor wine for local consumption. Other regions likely produced 
wine neither recorded in literary sources, exported in recognizable containers, nor known 
from local traditions of funerary depiction.
Given the frequency and ubiquity of consumption, it is clear that the archaeological 
evidence from Asia Minor falls far short of what may have been required to provide for the 
demand of the local population, let alone the export of wine to sites around the classical 
world. The cities of Asia Minor were major population centers. The fertile coastal plains and 
valleys were heavily settled and widely cultivated. The armies stationed in Asia Minor were 
great consumers of wine. As there is little evidence of wine imports to Asia Minor (Table 4), 
local production probably met most of the local d e m a n d . M o r e  production in the past than 
the modern record acknowledges must be assumed.
Wine production is recorded in each region of major civilian demand. The army, with 
daily rations, created a substantial demand in certain periods and regions. Eastern Asia Minor 
around the Euphrates was an important staging post of the Roman Army in the defense 
against the Parthians and later the Sassanians. There were a number of army bases in the 
region. Even though “Roman military control rested on rapid communications, as well as the 
ability to move troops and supplies efficiently between provinces and frontiers,” it is believed 
that goods were rarely carted long distances overland, as the cost of overland transport was
Demosthenes. Orations. 27:35. 35:31. 35:31-2. Xenophon. 6:1:15. Polybios. 4:5.6. Pliny. NH. 14:96.
M. Waelkens. “Plirygian Votive and Tombstones as Sources of the Social and Economic Life in Roman 
Antiquity.” 277. The ubiquity o f these momuuents is argued to come from the widespread presence of fine 
stone scraps from Roman quarrying activity in the region.
A.J. Parker. Ancient Shipwrecks o f the Mediterranean and Roman Provinces.
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generally prohibitively high.^^  ^ While Mattingly notes that in North Africa: “The military 
attempted to acquire basic foodstuffs in the immediate vicinity of its garrison posts,” there are 
numerous instances in Roman military history of less efficient procuration of goods. 
Inscriptions show that citizens in Asia Minor contributed grain and oil, but not wine, to the
army 298
While the Roman military presence in Asia Minor was felt throughout the region, the 
major legionary bases that guarded the eastern frontier in general were mainly far removed 
from areas of known wine production. Legio XII Fulminata was stationed in Melitene in 
Cappadocia after AD 70 to guard the Euphrates crossing at Tomisa. The north was further 
reinforced c. AD 72/3 with the Legio XVI Flavia Firma at Satala, replaced during Trajan’s 
Parthian campaigns with the Legio XV Apollinaris. Six forts guarded the frontier between the 
legionary bases at Satala and Melitene. The Parthian campaigns of Trajan, Lucius Verus, and 
of the Severans required extra troops in the frontier region. In the AD 130s there were twelve 
cohorts and six alae at the disposal of the governor of Cappadocia. Members of the Legio XII 
Fulminata left inscriptions at a number of sites behind the frontier, showing that they were 
active around Ancyra, Neoclaudiopolis, and Cappadocian Comana.^^^ The overall Roman
S. Mitchell. Anatolia: Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor, vol 1. 129, 34. S. Mitchell. “The Balkans. 
Anatolia, and Roman Annies across Asia Minor.” in S. Mitchell, ed. Armies and Frontiers in Roman and 
Byzantine Anatolia. British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara Monograph 5, BAR International Series 156. 
Anakra: British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, 1983. I31-I50. 148 #25. R. Dimcan-Jones. The Economy 
o f the Roman Empire. 366-9. K. Hopkins. “Models. Sliips. and Staples.” In P. Gamsey and C.R. Wliittaker. 
Trade and Famine in Classical Antiquity. Cambridge Philological Society. Supplementary Volume 8. 
Cambridge, 1983. 84-109. 104, notes that land transportation costs varied according to terrain and condition 
of the roads, and thus disputes tlie figmes of Duncan-Jones.
D. Mattingly. Tripolitania. London: B.T. Batsford. 1995. 152. F. Lepper and S. Frere. Trajan’s Column. 
Glouscester, Sutton, 1988. 248 mentions an excursion from members of a garrison stationed in the Balkans to 
Gaul to get clotliing. D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Williams. Amphora and the Roman Economy. 102, Under 
Claudius Rliodian wine amphora were sent to military garrisons in Britain when wine was available from 
Gaul and Germany.
S. Mitchell. “Tlie Balkans, Anatolia, and Roman Armies across Asia Minor.” 139. A papynis from Panopolis, 
Egypt refers to the difficulty o f acquiring hs 10,000 of cheap wine for Diocletian’s anny in ad 300.
S. Mitchell. ./4/7оГо//о.· Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor, vol 1. 118-136.
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military presence in Asia Minor is estimated at 10-12,000 legionnaires and 10,000 auxiliaries, 
all of whom needed wine.^°°
If the army attempted to provision locally, the rationing of wine to the army should have 
stimulated wine production near the military centers. Western army bases (Nicomedia, 
Amorium, Rumania, Aulutene, Tyriaeum, Ancyra, Amaseia, and Neoclaudiopolis) were in 
wine-producing regions during the classical period. Of the eastern centers (Comana, Satala, 
Suissa, Arauraca, Analiba, Zimara, Sabus, Dacusa, Chiaca, and Melitene), only Melitene has 
evidence of wine production. While Strabo noted that Melitene was the only place in 
Cappadocia to produce wine, local production near other bases in the region is likely because 
of the demand for wine by the army.^°* If, however, the military provisioned at will, as they 
seem to have in other circumstances, then the wine rations could be transported from existing 
wine production centers along the extensive road system.
Sites of Wine Production: Conclusions
The available and collected evidence almost certainly does not reveal all sites of wine 
production in classical Asia Minor. Four factors suggest other possible regions of viticulture 
and viniculture. Climate and geology reveal where grapes could have been grown in Greco- 
Roman Asia Minor. Modern viticulture shows where grapes are profitably grown for a 
market economy with low-cost long-distance overland transport. Modern viniculture 
documents sites of cultivation of grapes for wine. Classical demand suggests possible 
locations of wine production given the high cost overland transport.
The conclusions from these factors relate to regions and not specific sites. The climatic 
and geological conditions favor grape cultivation along the well-watered, fertile coasts and 
river valleys, but some coastal regions (Pontus, Lycia) have few specific sites and may have
300 S. Mitchell. “The Balkans, Anatolia, and Roman Annies across Asia Minor.” 131-150.
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had more. The inland coastal pattern of modern viticulture suggests that ancient wine 
production may have continued further inland from the coastal sites named in the literary 
sources or with evidence of amphora production. The sites of viniculture include many 
ancient production regions while also emphasizing the modern capabilities of irrigation and 
fertilization in the Plateau Zone. The presence of the army suggests greater production in 
Cappadocia to supply the Roman army forces guarding the Euphrates frontier. Together these 
factors mostly reinforce the distribution of available classical evidence while suggesting more 
production along the coasts and in the eastern Plateau Zone.
301 Strabo. 12:2:1.
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Chapter 5
The Nature of Wine Production in Classical Asia Minor
The collected evidence from classical Asia Minor shows wine production at a number 
of sites. Literary sources and aspects of the funerary and archaeological evidence provide 
information on the nature of this wine production. Some practices were local, others 
widespread in Asia Minor. These can be compared with viticulture and viniculture techniques 
known from the agronomists to show how production in Asia Minor differed from mainland 
Greece and Italy.
Viticulture in Classical Asia Minor
The literary references contribute to the knowledge of viticulture in classical Asia 
Minor. Vineyards are mentioned at Calpe, Lampsacus, Priapus, Parium, Olympus Mons, 
Lesbos, Dionsyopolis, Tmolus Mountains, Larissa, Selge, Phrygia, Catacecaumene, Sykeon, 
and Melitene. Sinope had wild grapes growing above the city; Smyrna had fertile vineyards, 
Selge had fine vineyards, and the soils of Mitylene and Catacecaumene yielded special 
qualities in the grapes (Chapter 3).
Sources document several classical grape varietals. Methymna on Lesbos had its own 
eponymous v a r i e t a l . T h e  Chian varietal had “a very tender grape, and small clusters [so] 
that it does not pay to grow it except in a very rich soil.' ' The Rhodian varietal had early 
ripening hard grapes and good table flavor but was unattractive.^“'* The famed Pramnian
varietal grown at Lesbos, Smyrna, Icaros, and Latoria produced hard, dry, and strong wine 30.“!
Virgil. G. 2:88-104, on Methyinnan. 
Pliny. NH. 14:25, on Cliian.
Columella. Rust. 3:2:1, on Rliodian.
Atlienaeus. l:28f, on Lesbos. Pliny. AW. 14:54, on Smyrna. Athenaeus. l:31d, on Latoria. Atlienaeus 1:30b. 
on tlie natiue of the wine produced. Athenaeus 1:30. discussed the disputed natiae of Pranuiian wine:
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The choice of viticultural tools depicted on the funerary monuments of central Asia 
Minor reveals aspects of local viticulture. The use of these tools is known from the 
agricultural t r e a t i s e s . falx, falx vinitoria, mdfacula vineatica are often depicted with 
the pala, ligo, and dolabra (Plate 1). The pala was used to turn over light soils, aerating and 
aiding the absorption of water. Cato required two for his ideal v i n e y a r d . Th e  ligo was used 
to break up heavy and rocky soils, for trenching, and in place of a plow in rough terrain. 
Palladius suggested the dolahra for aerating the vineyard soil and pulling out old vine roots. 
Columella detailed its use for pruning vine shoots too thick and tough for Xh&falx^ ^^ ^
These tools are often shown in association on central Asia Minor tombstones, and 
suggest that viticulture involved hoeing, turning soils over, pruning with more force than 
possible with z falx, and ripping out old roots. The frequency of ripping and replanting vines 
affects the wine produced from a vineyard. Vines bear harvestable crops in the third year and 
produce prolifically in adolescence, but eventually the yield decreases while the concentration 
of tannins, flavors, and sugars increase. Older vines, therefore, typically yield stronger, 
longer-lasting wine.‘^*°
“In tlie island o f Icaros, says Eparcliides. is grown the Prainnian, a variety of wine. It is neither sweet nor rich, 
but dry, hard, and of extraordinary strengtli; it is the kind which Aristophanes says the Athenians did not like, 
when, speaking o f the Atlienian populace, he says that they liked not the hard stiff poets any more than they 
liked Praimiian wines, wliich contract the eyebrows as well as tlie bowels; ratlier they want wine with delicate 
bouquet and nectar-distilling ripeness. In Icaros, says Seinus, is a rock called Pranmian, and beside it a tall 
mountain from which comes tliis Praimiian wine, called by some "medicated.” Now tlie vine which bears the 
Pramnian of Icaros, Eparcliides continues, is called by foreigners "sacred" but by the natives o f Oenoe 
"Dionysias." Oenoe is a city on the island. But Didymus declares that Pranmian gets its name from a vine 
named Pramnia; others say that it is a special term for all dark wine, while some assert tliat it may be applied 
in general to all wine of good keeping qualities, as if  the word were paramonion ("endiuing"); still others 
explain it as "assuaging tlie spirit" (praynonta), since drinkers o f it are mild-tempered.”
Varro. Ling. 5:137. Cato.^lgr. 11:4, on the/n/xin the vineyard. Columella. Ru.·;!. 4:25. Cnto.Agr. 11:4. on the 
falxvinitoria. C?Ao. Agr. 11:4. V a r r o . 1:22:5, Columella./iw.yr. 12:18:2, oiWlxt faculavineatica. Per 
K.D. Agricultural Implements o f the Roman World. 86, 93, 96.
'^^ ’ K.D. Agricultural Implements o f the Roman World. 17-8. Cato. Agr. 11.
K.D. White. Agricultural Implements o f the Roman World. 36-8.
White. Agricultural Implements o f the Roman World. 61-2. Palladius. Opera Agriculturae.2:1.3: 1:43:1. 
Columella. 10:2.
T.H. Garrett, Jr. pers. comm. 7.12.00, the age of the decrease in output is debated among winemakers and 
certainly varies between varietals and other conditions. The special designation “Old Vines” on Califoniia 
wines is associated witli and increase in price and prestige. Columella. Ru.st. 17:173, stated that vines bear in 
tlie second year.
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The,/a/x was used to harvest grapes and prune shoots. The additional blades of the/a/x 
vinitoria allow vintners to split vine canes for trenching and cloning. The dominance of the 
falx  over the falx vinitoria in funerary depictions may suggest that the extra blades were not 
commonly needed in Asia Minor, as a result of different viticultural practices in the region.^*’ 
As the extra blades are mostly used for splitting canes for trenching and cloning vines, their 
lack could suggest that this practice was not common. Vintners could have allowed vines to 
live as long as possible, only replanting when a vine died (century old Zinfandel vines 
produce excellent wine). This would have required fewer specialized t o o l s . A l l o w i n g  
grape vines to spread unchecked, rather than manually splitting and replanting, allowed them 
to self-reproduce by dropping tendrils onto the ground. This practice was known in the 
provi nces .Vi nes  grown on bushes, as opposed to being trained on poles (vinea) or on trees 
(arhustum), tend to drop shoots on the ground, facilitating this type of reproduction.^''' This 
technique is practiced today in central Turkey.^''' Perhaps it was also utilized in classical 
times with the scarcity of wood and trees from the widespread deforestation of the period. 
These techniques would have required less usage of the special features of the falx vinitoria 
for caning and trenching, but rely more on the heavier dolahra and ligo for replanting, a 
distribution of equipment seen in the funerary art of Roman Asia Minor.
Three 3rd century BC stelae from Rhodes bear instructions for planting quality vinea 
vineyards. The inscriptions detail the spicing of vines in flat and rocky terrains. In the 
former, vines were to be spaced AV2 (1.4w) apart with 6’ (1.8w) between rows to allow for
’ As stated above, some scholars have confiised these tools, weakening this argiunent.
T.H. Garrett, Jr. pers. comm. 7.12.00.
Pliny, m  14:14.
Columella. Rust. 5:3;l-9; 5:6:11. Cdto.Agr. 32. Pliny. NH. 14:10.
A. E. Göksel. “The Story o f Wine in Anatolia.” 120, 22.
B. Marsh. “Alluvial Burial of Gordion. and Iron-Age City in Anatolia.” JFA 26.2 (1999) 163-175. 163-175.
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the cultivation of other c r o p s . I n  rocky terrain, vines were to be spaced 4’ (1.2/7;) apart in 
rows with 4’ (12m) between rows. The holes for the vines were to be IV2 {0.%m) deep.^’*
Columella and Pliny suggested row distances for vines in fertile, mediocre, and poor 
Italian soils. Columella listed 7’, 6’, and 5’ (2.1/77, I.8/77, and 1.5/77) for fertile to poor soils; 
Pliny listed 4’, 5’, and 8’ (1.2/77, 1.5/7/, and 2Am). The instructions of Pliny and Columella 
contrast each other: the Rhodian in-row distance was equal to Pliny’s fertile soils but closer to 
Columella’s poor soils. Jashemski documents distances of 4’ (1.2/7;) between vines and rows 
in the fertile volcanic soil of a flat vineyard within the city walls of P o m p e i i . O x e n  
plowing would not have been possible with these narrow widths. The narrower planting for 
rocky Rhodian soils effectively ruling out the biculture of vines and intermediary cereals 
practiced on the plain. As Columella recorded, in good (fertile or flat) areas vineyards were 
planted so that cereals could be cultivated between the rows. The importance of grain 
cultivation in regions fertile for viticulture suggests the priority of grains over the possibility 
of greater grape production. Where grains could not grow (rocky or poor soils) vines were 
planted with a higher density.
The passages from the Life o f St. Theodore reveal the potential hazards of viticulture in
320classical Asia Minor. Beetles and locusts afflicted vines, and hail damaged the crop.' 
Droughts were also a major cause of crop failure, especially in the dry Plateau Zone. 
Vineyards in alluvial valleys were subject to periodic and intense flooding. The value of 
viticulture is seen in the retribution exacted for trampling of a vineyard, the punishment for 
not donating a vineyard as promised, the protests of Smyrna against Domitian’s orders to
Roman feet.
F. Salviat. “Le Vin de Rliodes et les Plantations de Dème d’Ainos.” in M.C. Amoiiretti and J-P. Bnin. eds. La 
Production de Vin et de l’Huile en Méditeranée BCH Supplement 26. Athènes; École Française de Athènes. 
1993. 151-61. 153.
W. Jashemski. The Gardens o f Pompeii. 203.
Life o f Si. Theodore. 52:2-7; 144:1-6; 150:1-11; 36:1-6; 115:44-50; 118:21. S. Mitchell. zl;7i77o//fl.Z,i7/7i/, 
Men, and Gods in Asia Minor, vol. 11. 122-50. uses the version of the Life of St. Theodore by A.J. Festugière 
(La Vie de Théodore de Skyéon. 1970).
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destroy half of all vineyards in the provinces, and the importance of Theodore’s intercessions 
to save the vineyards in the region around Sykeon.
Viniculture
Wine was an essential part of classical life. The Greeks and Romans required a 
selection of wine and wine products. Wine was selected for a variety of reasons including 
price, availability, quality, flavor, medicinal effects, and social image. The nature of wine is a 
product of varietal, terroir (the fertility, drainage, climate, and light of the land where grapes 
are grown), vintage (conditions particular to a given year), and technique.
Vitruvius realized the importance terroir played in the wine from Mitylene and 
Catecaecaumene; “This [wine] also acquire different flavors from the properties of the 
soil.. .for if the roots of trees or vines or other plants did not produce their fruits by absorbing 
their juice from the properties of the soil, the flavor of each species would be the same in 
every district and r e g i o n . P l i n y  agreed that wine was “the product of the grape and the 
soil...Some vines have so strong an affection for certain localities that they leave all their 
reputation behind there and cannot be transplanted elsewhere in their full vigor.”'^ ^^
Besides terroir, the major factor affecting wine was the technique of viniculture. Both 
straight and adulterated wine was made in Asia Minor. The most common wine in the 
classical world was white, made when the pressed must did not stay in contact with the skins 
of the grape.^^  ^ Clazomenae was known for its “White Clazomenae.”^^ '' Red wine was made
Vitruvius. De Arch. 8:3:12.
Pliny. NH. 14: 80, Pliny. NH. 14:25. See also, Pliny. NH. 14:70.
A. Tchemia. "La Vinification des Romains.” in G. Carrier. Le Vin des Historiens. Suze-la-Rousse: Université 
du Vin, 1989. 65-73. 65.
Pliny. NH. 14:73.
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when the skins leached colors and tannins into the must during extended contact. Higher 
levels of tannins preserve red wine longer. Chios produced a special “Chian Dark.’’^ '^^
The literary sources document modifications and additions to wine and the basic 
winemaking procedures. Raisin wine was made by drying grapes in the sun for a few days.^ *^* 
This dehydrated the grapes, concentrating sugars and increasing brix so the resultant wine had 
higher alcohol content and would preserve longer. In classical times, the harvest was 
generally later than modern standards; grapes would have dehydrated on the vine.'^^  ^ Cilicia 
produced well-regarded raisin wine.
Boiled must was made by reducing wine over heat to one-half (defrutuni) or one-third 
{siraeum) the original volume. This increased the concentration of sugar and flavors.” 
Boiled must was added to fresh-pressed must to increase hrix, creating wine with higher 
alcohol content and longer preservation.^^* Pliny noted that additions of boiled must 
overcame harshness in wine; wine with higher alcohol content is generally smoother. '^^  ^ One 
Rhodian wine was doctored to resemble must.^ '^^  Must was also sold alone for cooking and 
flavoring. Most of it was liable to spoil in a year, although certain quality musts lasted
Atiienaeus. l:26b-c.
Columella. Rust. 12:27:1, ‘sweet wine’ is made by diying grapes in the sim tliree days and then pressing: 
12:39:1, ‘raisin wine’ is made by diying grapes all the way, then soaking them in wine and pressing. The 
later process would have produced wines with even more sugar and alcohol, flulher aiding long-tenii 
preservation.
A. Tchemia. “La Vinification des Romains.” 66, referring to Cato. Agr. 25; Virgil. G. 2:409-10; 
Со1ите11а..Лм.уД 11:2:60, 64, 67. 74.
Pliny. Л7/. 14:81,82.
Pliny. NH. 14:121. Columella. Rust. 12:19:1, must was boiled to 1/3 tlie original volume for old vineyards, 
and Vi the original volume for new vineyards. The boiling-down was done careftilly to avoid burning or 
caramelization.
Pliny. Л/Я. 14:80.
Columella. Rust. 12: 21:2, on adding must to wine before fermentation: “On the third day we add the boiled- 
down must; then, after an interval of two days, when the must together with the boiled-down must has 
finished fermenting...” Otlier sources do not specify the timing of must additions. Similarly, sugar is added 
to modem wine for the same piupose and result.
V. Singleton. "An Enologist's Commentaiy on Ancient Wines." 73, argiunent that wine was boiled down to 
increase the efficiency o f transport seems imlikely given the natiue of preservation and the differences 
between boiled must and regular wine.
Pliny. NH. 14:121. Tlie addition of sweet, concentrated must to already fermented wines may also have 
produced tliis result, however. Columella. Rust. 12:21:2, suggests that this was liable to re-ferment and spoil.
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longer.^ "^* The Edictum de Pretiis lists four musts available at the end of the 3rd century AC; 
the highest valued was the caroeniim Maeonum from Asia Minor."
Additions to wine were common in Asia Minor. Seawater was added to wine from 
Lesbos, Clazomenae, Ephesus, Myndus, Halicarnassus, Cos, and Rhodes. As salt kills the 
bacteria that degrade wine into vinegar, saltwater preserved wine.^^  ^ Columella 
acknowledged that salt added to all vintages prevented a “moldy taste,” and Pliny stated that 
saltwater also had the benefit of enlivening smooth wine.^^  ^ Saltwater could be added without 
spoiling the taste of wine: “A careful landed proprietor... will at the first vintage immediately 
make trial [to] discover how much salt water the wine which he has made can stand without 
spoiling the taste.”"  Strong wine was better able to mask the taste of saltwater additions." 
As was true with additions of must, poorer wine and poorer vintages required more salt for 
preservation. '^*'’ The wine of Lesbos, Myndus, Halicarnassus, and Rhodes were well treated 
with saltwater, and additions to wine from Clazomenae were reduced to acceptable levels."^ '** 
Wine from Ephesus and Cos had too much saltwater added for classical tastes, suggesting that 
the terroir may have yielded weak wine prone to s p o i l a g e . Wi n e  from Ephesus and Cos, 
furthermore, also had additions of must to aid preservat ion.Cato wrote a recipe for “Greek 
Wine” with these two additions. '^*'*
Atlienaeus. 1:3 le.
C o l u m e l l a . 12:20:1, 12:21:1. Pliny, m  14:121.
J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy during the Early Dominate. 16-17.
Pliny. NH. 14:120. Pliny. NH. 14:73-5. on Clazonienae. Lesbos, and Ephesus. Athenaeus. l:32e. 33b. on
Myndus, Halicarnassus, and Cos.
Columella. Ru.st. 12:23:3. Pliny. NH. 14:120.
Columella. 12:21:6.
Columella. 12:21:5.
Columella. Rust. 12:30:2.
Pliny. NH. 14:73, 74. Athenaeus. l:32e.
Pliny. NH. 14:75. Atlianeaus. 1:32e.
Pliny. NH. 14:75, on Ephesus. Pliny NH. 14:78, on Cos. 
Cnio. Agr. 24, 105
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Wine from Leucae had additions of gypsum (CaS03-2H20) that raised their acidity.'^ '^ ·*’ 
Pliny mistakenly wrote that gypsum additions softened rough (acidic) wine and Columella 
mistakenly suggested gypsum additions to counteract acidity in wine.^ '**' Other ingredients 
were added to wine to enhance flavor. Pontic wormwood was added to make vermouth wine, 
and Cilician hyssop was possibly added for its salt content. '^*^
Two common additives in classical times, resin and marble dust, are not mentioned 
among the literature relating to Asia Mi n o r . Re ma i n s  of amphorae from Sardis and Chios 
have traces of resinated wine, but these could come from the pitching of the amphorae 
themselves, and not the flavoring of the wine with extra r e s i n . P l i n y  acknowledged the 
preservative effect of resin when he stated that improper additions allowed for secondary 
fermentations and spoilage.^^“
The archaeological evidence from Asia Minor, while not substantial, suggests small- 
scale vinicultural operations. The identified press-stone finds are all single, suggesting small- 
scale production. Other regions (e.g. Israel, Cyrpus, and Italy) have multiple presses, 
suggesting larger scale product i on.Amphora  production in Asia Minor, however, is on a 
much larger and industrial scale, with large multi-kiln workshops. If these amphorae were
T.H. Garrett, Jr. pers. comm. 7.12.2000.
Pliny. NH. 14; 120. Columella. Rust. 12:26:2. Athenaeus. 1:33b. A. Tcheraia. “La Vinification des Romains.“ 
68, a rough or hard taste comes from acidity. The ancients confused the effects o f gypsum (oxidizer, 
increasing acidity) and marble (reducer, decreasing acidity), believing them at times to be interchangeable. In 
tills case Pliny seems to have confiised the effects, as he mentioned that gypsum “softened” hard wines while 
marble “enlivened the sinootlmess” o f wines with already low acidity. T.H. Garrett. Jr. pers. comm. 7.12.00. 
calcium sulfate (CaS0 4 ) also an oxidizer is used in modem vinicultme to sterilize winemaking equipment 
and as a preservative in wine as it kills the acetobacter bacteria that converts wine into vinegar. Calcium 
sulfite (CaSOs) is used as preservative in making sherry (Spain).
Pliny. AT/. 14:107-11.
Pliny . NH. 14:125, noted and modem science has shown, that added resin also prevents secondaiy 
fermentation in wine. P. McGovern, U. Hartiuig, V. Badler, D. Glusker, L. Exner. "The Begiiming of 
Winemaking and Vinicultiue in the Ancient Near East and Egypt." Expedition 39 - 1 (1997) 3-21. 17. 20; 
WWW, upemi. edu/museum/wine/winegrapevine.
J.P. Barron. “Cliios in the Athenian Empire.” 95-9. M.L. Rautman. "Two Late Roman Wells at Sardis." 42. 
C o l u m e l l a . 12:23:2. Pliny, AW. 14:122-25.
Pliny. AW. 14:125.
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used for wine, and wine production was local and small scale, then wine was shipped to an 
export center along the coast and poured into containers, usually amphora, for shipment. This 
hypothesis may also explain the lack of archaeological evidence of wine pressing and 
amphora manufacture in inland areas in the classical period, although these are the main 
regions of modern viticulture.
The general picture of viticulture in classical Asia Minor reveals evidence the 
techniques described by the Greek and Italic agronomists, yet offers several differences. Four 
local grape varietals are known, and certain areas had terroir specifically mentioned. The 
depictions of tools on funerary monuments from Roman central Asia Minor suggests that 
vines may have been grown on bushes, not stakes or trees as was practiced in Greece and 
Italy. In Rhodes, however, vines were planted to allow for biculture in level vineyards but not 
in rocky ones, where distances between rows were too narrow for ox-plowing.
Both unadulterated and adulterated wine was made in Asia Minor, as well as musts. 
Adulteration including adding boiled must before fermentation or saltwater, gypsum, 
wormwood, and hyssop afterward. Each addition in some way aided the preservation of wine. 
Wine production was likely a localized small-scale activity with entrepreneurs in coastal cities 
presumably acquiring it from a variety of sources for bulk resale or export.
Z. Safrai. The Economy o f Roman Palestine. 126-136. J.J. Rossiter. "Wine and Oil Processing at Roman 
Fanns in Italy." 345-353. S.Hadjisawas. “Perforated Monoliths; Myths and Realities.” BCH Supplement 26.
Atliènes: École Française de Athènes, 1993. 137-149. 137-149.
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Chapter 6
The Chronology of Wine Production in Classical Asia Minor
The period of major Greek and Roman cultural, political, economic, and military 
influence in Asia Minor spanned from the early 5th century BC to the early 7th century AC. 
Both the sites and nature of wine production change in this period. Although in many cases 
the evidence is scanty or weak, patterns emerge that indicate a shift in the sites and methods 
of wine production that was possibly a reaction to political and economic developments.
The Chronology of Asia Minor
Hellenistic civilization in Asia Minor developed from Greek colonies in the coastal 
regions and affected but did not suppress local Lydian, Phrygian, Persian, and Lycian 
civilizations. In the 2nd century BC Rome began its political and economic machinations in 
the Aegean, forging agreements with various states that encouraged trade and expansion of 
influence in the region. In the two centuries following the bequest of the Attalid Kingdom to 
the Republic by Attalus III of Pergamum (133 BC), Rome was given or acquired all the other 
states of Asia Minor.^^^ Roman civilization, therefore, slowly spread throughout Asia Minor. 
The new influences were mainly political and economic, as the inhabitants retained Greek as 
the lingua franca and mixed Greek, Roman, and local traditions.
The economic situation of the Mediterranean world changed greatly in the 1 st century 
of the Roman Empire. With the acquisition of the rest of Asia Minor, Egypt, and other 
territories, the entire Mediterranean fell under Rome’s sway. The economic effects of the Pax
Phyrgia and Lycaonia in 120 BC, Bithynia in 74 BC. Pontiis in 63 BC witli the defeat of Mitlu'adates VI. Cilicia 
in 64 BC witli tlie downfall of the Seleucids, Rliodes in 43 BC when captined by Crassiis (although it 
maintained some autonomy), Galatia, Pisidia, and Pamphylia in 25 BC, Pamplilagonia in 6 BC. Pontiis 
Galatius in 3 BC, Cappadocia in ad 17, Comana Pontica in ad 34. Lycia (nominally independent from Rome 
nnder the Lycian League since 131 BC) ad 43. and Pontns Polenioniacns in ad 64. D. Magie. Roman Rule in
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Romana were enormous. Pliny commented: “For who would not admit that now that 
intercommunication has been established throughout the world by the majesty of the Roman 
Empire life has been enhanced by the interchange of c o m m o d i t i e s . T h i s  interchange 
certainly included wine, and the expanded market of the Pax Romana meant both greater 
markets and greater competition. As such, although Roman political influence came to 
different parts of Asia Minor at different times, the economic effects of Romanization can be 
dated to the development of the Pax Romana in the 1st century of the Empire. Literary 
evidence can be dated to the life of the author unless the passage specifies an earlier source of 
subject. With the exception of amphora stamps and sherds found in context, the 
archaeological evidence is, in general, not dated.
Wine Production in Pre-Pox Romana Asia Minor
Sites with evidence of pre-Pox Romana wine production include Calpe, Heraclea 
Pontica, Sinope, and Trapezus in the Pontic Zone; the Olympus Mountains, Lesbos (including 
Mitylene), Chios (including Ariusa), Leucae, Tmolus Mountains, Samos, Cnidus, and Cos in 
the Aegean Zone; and Rhodes, Tymnus, and Tarsus in the Mediterranean Zone (Map 9). The 
pattern of the evidence corresponds with the general pattern of Greek settlement in Asia 
Minor along the coasts of the Aegean and Black Seas; and in eastern Cilicia. '^ '^*
The literary references from the pre-Par Romana period document universally well- 
regarded unadulterated wine. Lesbian wine was praised in early sources, with complimentary 
inclusions from earlier authors in Pax Romana texts. Pliny stated the wine was first 
considered the best around 304 BC, Athenaeas included many earlier authors’ compliments.
Asia Minor. T.R.S. Broughton. Roman Asia Minor. S. MiXchtW. Anatolia: Land, Men, and Gods in Asia 
Minor. Vol. I. C. Bayburtluoglu. Lycie. Ankara: Société pour la Promotion du Tourisme, n.d. n.p.
Pliny. NH. 14:2.
References from Vitnivius and Strabo to Catacecaumene and Melitene date to tlie time of assimilation of 
Galatia and Cappadocia, and thus pertain to a period already heavily influenced by Rome.
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Aulus Gellius retold how Aristotle had praised Asia Minor wine, and Silius Italicus wrote that 
Methymna on Lesbos had produced the finest wine.^ '^  ^ Wine from other sites on the Aegean 
coast was also highly regarded. Silius Italicus listed Tmolus, Ariusa (Chios), and Methymna 
(Lesbos) as earlier top appellations; Pliny listed Ariusa, Lesbos, and Clazomenae as pre-Pax 
Romana f avor i t e s . Wi ne  from Naspercene and Leucae was the best in the time of Ptolomy 
(367/6 -  283/2 BC).^ ^^
Wine from pre-/*urx Romana Asia Minor was well regarded in Italy until the late 1 st 
century. The prices on Aegean wine were such that an edict was passed to restrict prices to 
eight asses per amphora.^^^ The largesse of Lucius Lucullus (c. 80 BC) and Hortensius (c. 50 
BC) of 100,000 and 10,000 amphorae of Chian wine, respectively, demonstrates the scale of 
Aegean wine imports in the 1st century BC in Rome. ' Julius Caesar served Chian, Falernian, 
Lesbian, and Mamertine (Sicily) wine to celebrate triumphs in 60 and 46 According to
Pliny: “Wine imported from overseas held the field for a long time and right down to our 
grandfathers’ day.” *^^’
The relative lack of literary evidence for the consumption of wine from Asia Minor in 
Italy after the 1st century AC is likely a result of the increase in Italian production. The Italian 
wine industry was not developed at the time wine from Asia Minor was garnering praise and 
enjoying success in the Pax Romana market. Pliny wrote; “The importance of Italian wine 
only began after the city’s six hundredth year (154 BC).” *^’^  The first noted Italian appellation 
was Opimian, recognized in 121 BC, before which Italian wine was characterized only by
Pliny. NH. 14:73. Atlienaeus. 13:598c, l;28e-f, 31a. Aulus Gellius. NA, 13:5:7. Silius Italicus. Pun. 7:210. 
Silius Italicus. Pun. 7:210. Pliny. NH. 14:73.
Pliny. NH. 14:76.
Pliny. NH. 14:96.
Pliny. NH. 14:96.
Pliny. NH. 14:97.
Pliny. NH. 14:95. As other regions (Spain, Gaul, Palestine) were not major exporters at that time, the passage 
refers to wine from the Aegean and Asia Minor.
Pliny. NH. 14:87.
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v i n t a g e . T h e  potential of the Falernus Ager near Capua was discovered soon after. Other 
Italian appellations became famous after 54
The rapid appearance at the end of the 1st century BC of the Dressel 2-4 amphorae 
reflects the rapid development of Italian vineyards. The young vineyards and young industry 
produced low-quality wine that needed manipulation to be preserved (in this case, salting). 
Coan-style amphorae may have been used for salted “Coan” or “Greek” wine mentioned by 
Cato and P l i n y . T h e  disappearance of Dressel 2-4 less than a century later marked the 
graduation of Italian production into quality wine, although there was always a battle between 
quality and quantity in viticulture and viniculture.^ *^ *’ The argument that wine was salted for 
taste seems untenable given the negative reactions to the tastes and health effects (headaches) 
of salted wine. The use of pseudo-Coan Dressel 2-4 amphorae for Coan-style salted wine was 
a labeling decision to distinguish the adulterated wine from the nascent Italian wine 
industry.^*’^
The Italian wine industry developed substantially during the 1st century of the Roman 
Empire. Varro, writing in the reign of Augustus, considered Falernian the best wine and Italy 
the best region for viticulture.^*’* Virgil, a generation younger but also writing under 
Augustus, listed Falernian and Aminean top wine.^^  ^ Pliny listed four Italian appellations as 
the best in this time: Setinum, Falernian, Alban (Sorrento), and Mamertine (Sicily).'^’*
In the second half of the 1st century AC Pliny listed dozens of highly regarded 
appellations from all over Italy. He added; “Supremacy in respect to the vine is to such a 
degree the special distinction of Italy that even with this one possession she can be thought to
Pliny. NH. 14:94.
Pliny. NH. 14:97.
Ca\o. Agr. m .  Pliny. NH. 14:79.
Pliny. NH. 17:192.
D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Williams. Amphorae and the Roman Economy. 24-7. 
Varro. Ruist. l;2;6-7.
369 ■Virgil. C  2:88-104.
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have vanquished all the good things of the w o r l d . F o u r  of the top five types of wine of 
Pliny’s own time were Italian: Aminaean, Mentana, Muscatel (from Tuscany), Chian and 
Thasian (listed together), and Eugenia (from Taormina and Alba).^^  ^ The eruption of 
Vesuvius spared the revered vineyards of Campania while burying Pompeian vineyards that 
produced poor wine that gave headaches and did not age well.^ '^^
The extent of the development of the Italian wine industry is seen in the Edict of 
Domitian (AD 90 or 91-2) a decade after Pliny’s death. The Edict forbade the planting of new 
vines in Italy and required the destruction of half the vines in the provinces. Scholars argue 
that the Edict was intended to encourage grain production to alleviate chronic shortfalls. Such 
shortfalls were caused partly from the planting of so many vines across Italy and the 
provinces. The outcry against the Edict among wine-producers was profit-motivated.^’''
Wine production was profitable due to the expansion of demand with the expansion of 
the Empire. The population of Italy grew quickly from the beginning of the Empire. Per 
capita wine consumption increased with increasing urban populations and increasing wealth 
throughout Italy. Part of this demand was met by increased production in Italy, and part was 
met with increasing imports from abroad, even after the discovery of local wine 
capabilities.'” ^
The Italian wine industry both expanded and improved; from the 1st century BC to the 
1st century AC, the reputation of Italian wine surpassed that of Aegean wine.^’  ^ By the end of
Pliny. NH. 14:62-6.
Pliny. NH. 14:8.
Pliny. NH. 14:22-5.
Pliny. NH. 14:70.
Suetonius 7:2, 14:2. Philostratus Vita Soph. 520; VitaAp. 6:42. Eusebius-Jeroine. Chron. 91-2. Chnm. Pasch. 
90. Statius. Silv. 4:3:11, in B. Levick. "Domitian and the Provinces.” Latomus 41 (1982). 50-73. N. Purcell. 
"Wine and WealUi in Ancient Italy." Journal o f Roman Studies 75 (1985) 1-19, states Domitian ordered the 
reversal o f tliis trend to ensure a steady supply o f food to the population. S. Mitchell. Anatolia: Land.s, Men, 
and Gods in Asia Minor, vol. 1, 146, suggests the Edict could have been a reaction to a major drought and 
crop faihue in Anatolia. See also J. Beimett. Trajan Optimus Princeps. London: Routledge, 1997. 79.
Pliny. NH. 14:95.
N. Purcell. “Wine and Wealth m Ancient Italy.” JRS15 (1985) 1-19. 3-13.
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the 3rd century AC the unadulterated wine recorded in the EdicUmt de Pretiis, was exclusively 
Italian: Picene, Tiburtine, Sabine, Aminaeum, Setine, Surrentine, and Falernian.^^’
Wine Production in Pax Romana Asia Minor
As Italian wine production and quality grew in the early Empire, wine production in 
Asia Minor changed. Pax Romana wine production (Map 10) was more extensive and 
widespread than pxQ-Pax Romana production and sites with both pre-Pax Romana and Pax 
Romana production show two trends: a decline in the reputation and the increasing 
adulteration of the wine. In the Imperial period Italian vineyards routinely surpassed the wine 
from the former top appellations of Asia Minor. Naspercene, Leucae, Tmolus, Ariusa, and 
Methymna, were all considered to produce the finest wine before they were surpassed by new 
Italian appellations.^’* The fall of wine from Asia Minor was not merely a result of the rise of 
Italian wine; Pliny’s ranking of the best wine included many sites outside of Italy.'^’  ^ By the 
6th century AC, only two appellations from Asia Minor (Methymna and Myra) produced wine
o o n
served at the imperial table in Constantinople."
The effect of the greater competition of the Pax Romana was a change in the wine 
production of Asia Minor. In the pvt-Pax Romana period Asia Minor produced unadulterated 
wine. With competition from the new, high quality Italian vineyards whose wine surpassed 
that of Asia Minor, the wine producers in Asia Minor were forced economically to modify 
their production to retain a market.^*’ The solution was to specialize in certain types of wine 
and wine products, namely long-lasting wine and musts. The salted wine of the Aegean and
J.T. Peña. The Urban Economy During the Early Dominate. 16-7.
Pliny. NH. 14:76. Silius Italicus. Pun. 7:210.
Pliny. NH. 14:73-6.
Corippus. In Laudem lustini AugustiMinoris. 3:84-104.
S. Mitchell. “The Balkans, Anatolia, and Roman Annies across Asia Minor.” 135. Market share was 
important as export profits paid the tax burden tliat the provinces shouldered shouldered for the expenses of 
tlie central administration and fi-ontier defence.
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Cilician coasts, the vermouth from Pontus, the must-enhanced wine from the Aegean, and the 
raisin wine from Cilicia all had greater lengths of preservation than unadulterated wine. That 
the preservation was not a result of poor terroir or vintage is clear from the earlier reputations 
of wine from the Aegean region. The caraecmum Maeonum from the Tmolus and Messogis 
Mountains was another specialty product that Asia Minor could produce and sell on the broad 
market of the Pax Romana. The distribution of Kapitan 1-2, LRl, and LR3 amphorae from 
Asia Minor suggests that raisin wine, salted wine, and caroemim Maeonum were exported 
from Asia Minor throughout the Empire. Special high quality wine was still exported from 
great vineyards like those of Methymna on Lesbos and Myra in Lycia.^*^
The absolute tastes of consumers did not change. The Edictum de Pretiis suggests 
consumers were prepared to pay more for unadulterated Italian appellations than for non­
appellation aged wine, aromatic wine, or cooked must. The ‘globalized’ market of the Pax 
Romana allowed each region to develop not only into production of specialty crops (oil and 
garum from Spain, oil from North Africa, grain from Egypt), but also specialty characteristics 
within crops (good wine from Italy, adulterated wine from Asia Minor), as a result of 
differences in climate and terroir. Italy was more fertile and better suited for the production 
of quality wine than Asia Minor.
Chronology of Wine Production: Conclusion
Silius Italicus observed; “And when the sun rose and the hoofs of Phaethon's horses 
dispelled the dews, all Mount Massicus was green with vine-bearing fields, and marveled at 
the leafage and the bunches shining in the sunlight. The fame of the mountain grew, and from 
that day fertile Tmolus and the nectar of Ariusa and the strong wine of Methymna have all
382 Corippus. In Laudeni lustini Augusti Minohs. 3:84-104.
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yielded precedence to the vats of Falernus.”^^  ^ Asia Minor had produced the finest wine in 
the classical world until the ascendancy of Italian vineyards. The vineyards of Asia Minor 
were good, the wine well regarded, but it could not stand up to competition from mature 
industry in fertile Italy. The superior fertility of Italian vineyards and the Pax Romana 
common market forced the producers in Asia Minor to adulterate their wine and make 
specialty wine for the Mediterranean market. Pax Romana winemakers in Asia Minor added 
boiled must, aromatic plants, gypsum, and saltwater to preserve wine, and produced boiled 
must for flavoring and cooking.
These types of adulterated and modified wine did find a market in Italy, and imports 
from Asia Minor to Italy increased in 1st and 2nd centuries AC to ten per cent of finds in the 
3rd century AC. The numbers of Late Roman forms from Cilicia and the Aegean (LRl, LR3) 
also increased in the 4th and 5th centuries Ac 384 These developments reinforce the concept 
of the Mediterranean-wide Pax Romana market and the success of Asia Minor in the specialty 
wine market. The Aegean Kapitan 1-2 amphorae used for caroenum Maeonum were the most 
common non-Italian amphora class found in Rome at the end of the 3rd century AC.
As the economic network of the Empire fell, so too did exports of specialty wine from 
Asia Minor. By the 6th century AC Asia Minor had returned to where it had been before 
Augustus, exporting quality wine from Lesbos and Myra and only engaging in local 
production for local demand alone at many places, including Skyeon and Pessinus. While the 
availability of better and cheaper wine in Italy itself was largely responsible for the decline of 
exports from Asia Minor, that industry was dealt a further blow by the collapse of the Pax 
Romana.
Silius Italiciis. Pun. 7:210.
D.P.S. Peacock and D.F. Willimns. Amphorae and the Roman Economy. 28-9.
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Conclusion
While the contrast between the known extent of the demand for wine and the known 
evidence for wine production that much evidence of wine production in classical Asia Minor 
is lacking, the available evidence is sufficient to understand its distribution, nature, and 
chronology. The vine proved to be adaptable to non-natural and non-ideal conditions; 
viticulture and viniculture were practiced in regions with poor soils and little rain. The nature 
of transportation logistics and cost made local production, at least inland, more labor and cost 
efficient than importing, even when the local conditions do not seem to have yielded large of 
quality grape harvests. Along the coast, on the other hand, the ease of sea transport and the 
ideal climatic conditions provided the ideal situation for export viniculture. From the early 
classical period, parts of Asia Minor engaged in non-subsistence viticulture for export 
viniculture. The successes and extent of these exports depended on the competition and the 
markets. Greater markets meant greater exports, but greater competition demanded 
specialization. Even with periods of substantial export, the major market remained the local 
population, with per diem consumption rates in the classical period far above the highest 
modern averages. Most production was local for local consumption, and most of this leaves 
neither archaeological nor literary trace.
The situation of viticulture in modern Turkey repeats the situation in classical Asia 
Minor. Turkey is prime for viticulture; and the region has five millennia of experience in 
grape cultivation and wine production. With the relatively open market, Turkey (the world’s 
fourth largest grape producer) leads in exports of raisins and grape products (e.g. pekmez). 
Although wine is exported to Europe, these exports are small scale and for specialty markets, 
especially Turkish expatriates. Turkish wine does not succeed on the market because of its 
poor quality. Other regions with better teiroir, such as France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Chile,
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Australia, and the United States, provide most of the wine for world consumption. As was the 
case in the classical period under the Pax Romana, Asia Minor successfully exports its grape 
products on the modern world market but the unadulterated wine reaches only specialty 
markets due to the competition from better wine from Italy and other countries.
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(S. Erinç and N. Tunçdilek. “The Agricultural Regions of Turkey.” 179-203. W.B. Fisher. The 
Middle East: A Physical, Social, and Regional Geography. 302-327. R. Izbirak. Geography of 
Turkey. Anakra: Directorate General of Press and Information, 1975. 33-35, 77-111. R.F. 
Nyrop, et. al. Area Handbook for the Republic o f Turkey. Washington: American University, 
1973. 65-67. S. Erinç. Klimatoloji veMetodlari. Istanbul: Tas, 1969. 294-375.) ________ _
Table 1 - Climatic Conditions in Asia Minor
Pontic Aegean Mediterranean Plateau
coldest month January January January January
average temperature 6°c 9°c 9°c -l°c
hottest month(s) August July, August July July
average temperature 22°c 23-27°c 28°c 20-23°c
days frost 13 (Samsun) 8 (Izmir) 13 (Adana) 95 (Afyon)
wettest month February December December May
Driest month(s) August July, August July, August July, August
days precipitation 150 75-90 75-90 90-100
average precipitation 600-25OOw/w 400-750WW 500-1000WW 200-525mm
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Table 2 - Grape Production in Selected Provinces 1933-1950
(R. Gorny. “Viticulture and Ancient Anatolia.” P. McGovern, ed. 
History o f Wine. Luxembourg: Gordon and Breach, 1995.. 133-174.
The Origins and Ancient 
138-145.)
T u rk ey C a n a k k a le M a n isa Izm ir N ig d e K a y ser i K o n y a Y o z g a t C o m m
1 9 3 3  area  ( //) 3 4 6 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 6 7 7 6 2 0 9 3 9 1 3 2 2 8 4 3 7 0 1 1 5 1 1 4 9 9 6 0 4 5 0 0
1 9 3 3  p ro d u ctio n  ( / ) 7 5 5 5 0 0 1 6 4 8 6 1 2 3 2 9 7 6 2 7 0 8 2 6 3 0 0 9 3 8 6 2 2 0 7 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 7 0 0
1 9 5 0  area  {h) 5 6 1 1 1 9 5 2 4 7 5 3 1 3 9 2 9 2 0 1 3 5 5 0 0 2 5 0 7 5 4 5 3 1 7 1 3 9 5 0 5 3 6 5
1 9 5 0  p ro d u ctio n  (t) 1 3 9 9 3 3 7  2 0 3 1 0 1 9 1 8 9 5 7 4 9 4 0 4 5 5 4 5 2 9 9 4 5 1 2 0 4 6 6 3 5 5 7 7 3 7 0 0 0
1 9 3 3 -5 0  a v g  y ie ld  (fc^) 2 .6 2 8 4 .2 2 4 4 .7 2 5 3 .7 3 3 3 .0 3 7 2 .5 4 5 1 .3 2 8 2 .0 3 6 2 .0 0 4
I Table 3 - the Literary and Archaeological Evidence of Wine Production
PONTIC ZONE
Calpe
Doceia
Heraclea Pontica
Naspercene
Oinoe
Phanaroea
PONTIC
Siiiop
Tieiim
Trapezus
Literary Amphora Archaeological
pre-Roman Roman pre-Roman Roman presses depictions inscriptions
AEGEAN ZONE
AEGAE
AEOLIA
Aphrodisias
Ariusa ·
Aroma
Caryine
CATACECAUMENE
Cedrae
CfflOS ·
Clazomenae
Cnidus ·
COS ·
Cyzicus
Dionsyopolis
Ephesus
Eiytlu*ae
Halicarnassus
Heraclea Latmus
Können Liinani
Lampsacus
Larissa
LESBOS ·
Leucae ·
LYDIA
Magnesia ad Maeandnun
MESOGIS MONS
Metliymna
Metropolis
Mitylene
Myndus
OLYMPUS MONS ·
Parimn
Pergamum
Literary Amphora
pre-Roman Roman pre-Roman Roman
Reşadiye •
SAMOS • • • •
Sardis • •
Smyrna •
Telmessus •
Theangela •
Therine •
Tibene •
TMOLUS MONS • • •
TROAS •
A rch a eo lo g ica l
depictions inscriptions
MEDITERRANEAN ZONE
Adada
Aegae
Amblada
Anemurimn
Antioclieia
Bickici Cay
CILICIA
Cremna
Delice Cay
Eleussa Sebaste
lotape
LYCIA
Margasos
MEDITERRANEAN
MYRA
Olba
Osia
PAMPHYLIA
Physcus
RHODES ·
Sagalassos
Selge
Selinus
Soli
Syedra
Tarsus
Tymnus
PLATEAU ZONE
Ahlar
Aikirikci
Aizanoi
Akmonia
Altıntaş valley
ANKARA
Arcaklar
Avdan
Literary
pre-Roman Roman
Amphora
pre-Roman
A rch a eo lo g ica l
Boz Anclar
Boz Dagi slopes
Carikoy
Comlekci
Dagdere
Doganoglu
Dorylaeum
Drya?
GALATIA
Gdaniiiaa
Guce
Holinoi
İnhisar
Insuyu
Islamkoy
Karageyikli
Kerpiç
Kindyria
Klinta?
Kotiaeion
Laodikeia
Malos
Meidanli
Melitene
Mermeryayla
Midaeion
Mihaliccik
Mutalip
Neokome
Nevinne
Payamalani
Pegella
Pessinus
Petara
Philomelion
PHRYGIA
Pissia
Pitlia
Sarayonu
Sebaste
Serea
SIBERIS VALLEY
Siocharax territory
Temenotlirae
Trainopolis
Tyriaion
Usak
Yukuri Dudas
Roman presses depictions inscriptions
Table 4 -  Identified Amphora Wrecks from Asia Minor
(A.J. Parker. Ancient Shipwrecks o f the Mediterranean & Roman Provinces. BAR 
International Series 580, 1992.)
Amphorae
name region date
Akandia A Aegean coast Roman Rliodian 50 BC -  AD 100
Arap Adasi Aegean coast Rliodian? 1'' cent. BC
Ayitasi Bunui Aegean coast Cliian mid 4* cent. BC
Ay-Yannis Tliolou A Aegean coast Cliian 4"’ cent. BC
Ay-Yaimis Tholou B Aegean coast Cnidian 2"‘‘cent. BC
Bodrum Area Aegean coast Coan r ' cent. BC
Cukertme B Aegean coast Cnidian P'cent. BC
Datca C Aegean coast Kapitali 1. Robinson K 114 late 3'^ ’^ еаг1у4“’ cent. AC
Fethiye Aegean coast Rliodian late 4“' cent. BC
Gukova Aegean coast Rliodian 3"' - 2 “' cent. BC
iskandil Burnu B Aegean coast Roman З·^ “* cent. AC
Karabagla Aegean coast Rliodian r'cent. AC
Kizil Burun Aegean coast Rliodian 300 - 250 BC
Knidos C Aegean coast Cliian mid 5“’ cent. BC
Kucuk Keramit Aegean coast Samian? 300 BC
Mandalay Gulf B Aegean coast Various 3"'-2"^'cent. BC
Saralı KY Aegean coast Rliodian 3^ “^ -  1“‘ cent. BC
Serce Limani B Aegean coast Tymnus/Loryma early З"'' cent. BC
Serce Limani C Aegean coast Rliodian 150- 100 BC
Serce Limani D Aegean coast Rliodian 3^ ‘' - r ‘ cent. BC
Turkey Aegean coast Coan, Italian 3”^ cent. AC
Ince Ada Cliios Pseudo-Coan r ‘ cent. AC
Kavo Vodi Cliios Cliian mid 5“’ cent. BC
Sancak Burun Cliios Roman Rliodian Late r ‘ cent. BC -  Г‘ cent. AC
Gumusluk Rliodes Aegean/ Eastern Med 4'*’ cent. AC
Lindos A Rliodes Roman Rliodian 50 BC -1 0 0  AD
Mandalay Gulf A Rliodes Coan 50 BC - 100 AD
Yassi Ada B Rliodes Aegean/ Eastern Med late 4tli - eariy5'‘‘ cent. AC
Glaronissi Marmara Roman Roman Period
Halkoz Adasi Mannara Various late 4“' - еагІуЗ"  ^cent. BC
Istanbul Marmara Chersonesos 4“' cent. BC
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P l a t e  1 -  V i t i c u l t u r e  a n d  V i n i c u l t u k e  Kq u i p m e n t
(K .D . A gricu ltu ra l Im plem en ts o f  the Rom an World. C a m b r id g e :  C a m b r id g e  U n iv e r s ity  P re ss . 1 9 6 7 . 17-
2 0 ,  3 7 - 8 ,  6 0 - 3 ,  9 3 - 6 ,  1 0 0 . D .P .S .  P e a c o c k  a n d  D .F . W ill ia m s . A m phorae a n d  the Rom an E conom y. L o n g m a n  
A r c h a e o lo g ic a l  S e r ie s .  N e w  Y o rk : L o n g m a n , 1 9 91 . 3 3 .)
pala (two views)
ligo
facula vineatica
dolabra (head)
Arbor
press (Cato De Agri Cultura 18-19.)
Arbor
press (Pliny Natural History 17;317.)
Plate 2 -  Depictions of Falx Vinitoria and F^/.aton Funerary Monuments
(M , W a e lk e n s . D ie K leinosia lischen  Tiirsleiri. M a in z  a m  R lie in : P h ill ip  v o n  Z a b ern . 1 9 8 6 , 1 7 5 .2 1 6 .)
funerary relief with/¿I'/.r (Ieft)and,/z?/-Y viniioria (right) in center o f  lunette (from Akonia)
funeiary relief with /¿i/x (left) and dolabra (right) in lower left (from Am orion)
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